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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
The discovery of the high temperature superconductors (llTSC's) [I] [2], with 
critical temperatures (Tc) as high as 125 K [3], gives wide II-T planes that include tiie 
possiljility of superconducting applications at licjuid nitrogen temperature (T = 71 
K). However, experiments have shown that the H-T plane of the HTSC's have large 
reversible regions [4] [5] [6] [7], where there is no pinning of flux and the critical current 
density Jc is zero, and there exists an even larger region wiicre Jc < 10^ A/cni". 
so that only a small region of the II-T plane is useful for high current a]>[>Iical ions. 
Even in this region, there often exists a large field dependence on Jo [8] [O] which 
severely limits the usefulness of the material in high-field applications. It is necessary 
to understand the reasons for the apparent weak flux pinning in these materials before 
they can be employed in practical applications. 
Review of Superconductivity 
The magnetic phase diagram of a superconductor has evolved over time, as (he 
level of understanding and available materials has increased over the years. In Fig. 
1.1. three different magnetic II-T phase diagrams are shown, each corresponding to 
the st ate-of-the-art of different time periods. The first diagram is for superconductors 
2 
H H 
T T 
H; UT 
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Figure 1.1: Phase diagram of (a) a tyjje I superconductor;(I)) conventional ty|)e II 
superconductor;(c) higli-teniperature supercoiiductor 
such as Pb or Su, where the superconducting phase is separated from the normal 
state by the critical field He, and represents the understanding of superconductivity 
around 1950. The second diagram is for superconducting alloys such as Nb;jSn or 
Nb-Ti. Here, there are three phase boundaries; the lower critical field . the 
thermodynamic critical field He, and the upper critical field //c2- This represents 
the level of understanding of superconductivity around 1960. The thinl diagram 
is for a IITSC, such as YBa2Cu;j07_g or TI2BaoCaoCu;)0 jg. with four regions; 
fluctuations near Tc, thermodynamic reversibility, thermally-activated fiux motion, 
and rigid flux lattice. A fourth field curve, the irreversibility transition, is added to 
the three found in the earlier figure. This is the present level of understanding of 
superconductivity. It is easily seen that the increa.se in the level of understanding 
has resulted in much more complicated H-T diagrams. Before the H-T diagrams 
can be understood, it is necessary to discuss some of the history and background of 
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superconductivity. 
Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by H. Kanierlingli Onnes [10] [11]. 
when the resistivity of metals such as Ilg and PI) was found to abruptly fall below 
detectable levels (< lO—^fi-cm) at a certain temperature, Tc, called the transition (or 
critical) temperature. The transition is very sharp, in coutra,st to HTS(Ts, in which 
the transition is typically more gradual [12]. Superconductivity, however, can not be 
explained by a perfectly conducting state. Meissner and Ochsenfeld [18] found that 
superconductors exhiijit perfect diainagnetism, where the susceptibility was — I/( It). 
regardless of magnetic field and temperature history. Superconductivity was pre­
served in magnetic fields as long as the field did not exceed a critical fiekl He. at 
which the sample becomes normal [14]. This is illustrated in the first H-T diagram 
in Fig. 1.1. It became necessary to find theories that explained superconductivity, as 
classical behavior could not explain superconductivity. 
The classical behavior of superconductors was studied by Gorter and Casimir 
[15], who attempted to use thermodynamics to explain superconductivityOne result 
was the iwo fluid model (a normal electron and a sujjerconducting electron fluid), 
which is still often used today (for example, A(T) is calculated with this model in Ref. 
[16]). A classical electrodynamic theory of superconductivity was given by London 
and London [17], who showed that currents exist in superconductors in the absence 
of an electric field. The penetration depth A was introduced to describe the decay 
of magnetic fields and currents inside the superconductor. Non-local elect rodynamic 
effects were introduced by Pippard [18] who introduced the coherence length C as a 
means to explain the long range interaction of superconducting electrons. These are 
classical theories, however, and are not satisfactory for understanding superconduc-
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tivily. The addition of quantum mechanical effects was needed to better understand 
superconchicti vi ty. 
The existence of a superconducting energy gap was shown in tunneling [19] 
and ultrasonic attenuation experiments [20], and the electron-phonon interaction 
was shown in isotope-effect experiments [21] [22] [23], and discussed theoretically 
by Bardeen [24] and Frohlich [25]. The electron-phonon interaction was also seen in 
the electronic specific heat, in which the temj^erature dependence was found to be 
exijonential in l/T [26]. 
The tunneling, ultrasonic attenuation, and isotope effect experiments were ex­
plained in detail by the theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BC'S) [27]. Tlie 
BCS theory is a very general theory in which the normal state electronic wave func­
tions are mixed coherently at one point in space to form a Coopf r pair wa\ e packet 
having the dimension This theory accounts for the electron-phonon interaction in 
which a phonon l^inds the Cooper pair. Tliree BCS parameters give all of the elcc-
trodynamic properties of the superconductor. The superconducting wave function is 
still constant in sj>ace, however. 
To account for variations in the superconducting wave function, (îinzbing and 
Landau (CL) [28] derived a phénoménologieal theory which applies well only near Tc-
Here, A is found to be related to the electromagnetic energy of the superconducting 
state, and Ç is due to quantum mechanical condensation into the superconducting 
state. Abrikosov [29] showed from the GL theory that if K = X/Ç > s/I, then the 
superconductor can exist at fields greater than the thermodynamic critical field, and 
that in this case, the field is not totally excluded from the bulk of the sample but 
exists in quantized units of flux called vortices. The value of n defines the li/pr of tiie 
supei'coiicluctor, type I for k < \/2 and type II for k > \/2. The upper and lower 
critical fields (//fl and were introduced here, and these are shown in the second 
H-T diagram in Fig. 1.1. Gor'kov [30] later showed that the BCS and CîL theories 
were equivalent. This model of the superconductor is often referred to as the GLAG 
model. 
The H-T phase diagram for an ordinary type II superconductor can be deriv ed 
from GLAG theory. The lower critical field separates the Meissner state (D = 0) 
from the mixed state, where flux (quanta <1)q = hc/{2e) penetrates in sam|)le in 
vortices. The upper critical field 7/^2 is the field at which vortices are first nucleated 
(on cooling from above 7c) or at which the superconductivity is quenched. Above 
the sample is in the normal state. 
Because the resistivity of a superconductor is zero (for practical purposes), there 
was (and is) much interest in finding applications for these materials. Elemental 
superconductors are poor candidates for high-current, high-field applical ions because 
of their low critical fields, so modest current densities would ilrive the sample into the 
normal state. It was necessary to find superconductors that can carry large current 
densities at high magnetic fields for large-scale applications. 
Matthias et al. [31] discovered that NbgSn became superconducting at Tc = 18 
K, which at that time was the highest yet observed. Later, Kunzler et al. [32] found 
that NbgSn could carry high current densities of up to Jc = 10'^ A/cm- at 8.8 T. 
This was the first report of a high Jc, high //^.^ material, raising hope that super­
conductors could be used for high field magnets. Other high field superconductors 
include several A3B alloys (A — transition superconducting metal. B = non-transition 
metal or semiconductor (i.e., V^^Ga) and Nb-Ti. These materials are called hard su-
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perconclactors because of their high critical currents [33]. Superconducting high-field 
solenoids using either NbgSn or Nb-ïi wire are now fairly common. 
Summary of Experimental Studies on High Tc Superconductors 
Type I superconductors are not very useful for practical applications, and the low 
temperatures of type II superconductors require the use of liquid helium, restricting 
superconducting applications to very low temperatures. This all changed with the 
discovery of the high TV superconductor (IITSC) (La2_,,.Ba;r)2^[J], making 
a whole new cla.ss of superconducting materials available. This material is a doped 
(with Ba) semiconductor, and the crystal structure wa,s found [3-1] to be a porovskite 
structure A'gNiF^ with oxygen defects. Substitution of Sr for Ba in this material 
raised Tc up to 40 K [35]. Wu et al. [2] showed that by replacing the l,a with 
Y, Tc increased to 90 K. with a different yet similar crystal structure [30], The 
later discoveries of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 [37], Nd-Ce-CHi-0, [38], and Tl-('a-Ba-('u-() 
compounds [3] showed that all of these superconductors have layered structures, wil li 
either orthorhombic (YBa2Cu30'j-_^ ) or tetragonal (Tl-Ca-Ba-C'u-O. Bi-Sr-('a-( "ii-
0, and (Ndj^_.|.Ce;î-)2Cu04) unit cells. The only IITSC that is not layered is Ba-K-
Bi-0 [39], which has a cubic structure. Also, this material is the only IITSC that has 
no Cu. Since these materials (excepting Ba-K-Bi-0) are layered, anisotropy in the 
superconducting properties was expected and observed [8] [16] [40]. Single crystals 
or samples with good preferred orientation [41] were needed to properly understand 
these properties. 
Many of the results of experimental studies on IITSC's were strikingly different-
from corresponding results on conventional superconductors. These included I he 
upper critical field, resistive transitions, the existence of the irreversibility transition, 
and superconducting fluctuations near Tc- A standard technique for determining 
the upper critical field H(.2 is to measure the resistance vs. temperature in différent 
magnetic fields [42], and to define the transition temperature = TciH = 
as either the temperature at which i? = 0 or the temperature where the resistivity 
is some percentage (10, 50, or 90 %) of the normal state. When this wa.s done on 
HTSC's (see Refs. [12] [43], [44] and [40]), two things were immediately apparent. 
First, 11^2 ^vas anisotropic, being larger for the field parallel to the bagal planes than 
for the field parallel to the c-axis. Defining 11^2 ^^^s dilTicult. as the transition spread 
out in high fields. Moodera et al. [41] clearly showed this by jilotting 11^.2 
using three different criteria (10, 50, and 90% of the extrapolated normal state 
resistivity), and the three curves did not coincide. Palstra et al. [46] [17] analyzed the 
data below the first deviation from normal state behavior using a thermally activated 
resistance model [48], in which p = pQexp(—f g/tr). Semi-log plots of the resistance 
vs. i/r were very linear, showing that this model is quite adequate to explain the 
resistance. This also showed that the sample is superconducting in this region, so 
that defining by a criterion or as R = 0 is jirobably incorrect. 
Similar results for //^.g were found by Worthington et al. [49] using AC- suscep­
tibility measurements. 7^2 was defined by extrapolating the data from below Tc to 
a point on the temperature axis where the susceptibility was zero. A linear fit with 
temperature is expected from Cor kov s theory. However, in examing their data, it 
can be seen that there exists considerable rounding near Tc. so that the linear ex­
trapolation results in a Tç2 that is too low. More recently, this same method has 
been used by Welp et al. [50] in analyzing DC magnetization data. However, IIan 
et al. [51] has shown that the Gor'kov result should only be used very near Tc, and 
that the data in the region where the M oc T should be analyzed using CîL theory 
for IITSCs at low reduced fields B/Bç2-
Salainon et al. [52] found a specific heat jump at Tc (lualitatively different clas­
sical superconductors. The onset of the the jump is not suppressed at tlie same 
(lU(.2ldT rate as found in the resistive measurements above. As the field increased, 
the only noticeable efl'ect was that the size of the specific heat jump was diminished. 
.Junod [53] also showed this effect. Athreya et al. [54], Gohng and Finnemore [55] 
and Sanders et al. [56] have all shown, by using the reversible magnetizal ion near Tc 
to derive the thermodynamic variables needed, that large values of occur, 
in accordance with the specific heat data. 
The question remains of what is happening very near TV in the HTSC's wiiicli 
causes these peculiar cffects. The rounding of the resistive transitions was stuflicd by 
Freitas el al. [57] using the thermal fluctuation model of Aslamazov and Larkin [58]. 
This model shows that C'ooper pairs can exist above Tc, giving rise to either an excess 
conductivity or diamagnetism. and was used to claim tiiat the superconductivity 
in tliese materials (in this case. YBa2CugOY_^ ) is 3D in nature rather than 2D 
or ID [59]. Lee et al. [60] showed by using an YBa2CugOY_^ sample that was 
extremely pure (it had no Curie-Weiss paramagnetic signal), these fluctuations coukl 
be observed at temi^eratures as high as 200 K. 
For polycrystalline or sintered samples, the measurement of Jc is complicated by 
the inhomogeneous behavior of the material. Dimos et al. [61] studied the transport 
properties of a bi-crystal of YBa2Cu:)0y_^, and found that Jc was nni<li larger 
in the two single crystalline domains of the sample than across the internal grain 
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boundary. Therefore, the measured transport Jc of a sintered sample with many 
grain boundaries will probably be much lower tlian the actual current density that can 
exist within each grain. Jc can be calculated from magnetization data using the Beau 
model [62] [33], although this requires making assumi^tions (such as a constant Jc 
throughout the sample) that may or may not be valid for the experimental conditions. 
Exponential dependence on both field and temperature has commonly been ob­
served in magnetic studies [S] [16] [40], as well as anisotropy, with ./J J^, where 
the noted orientation is the orientation of the field with respect to the c-axis. The 
exponential field dependence was observed by Finnemore et al. [63] in Nb-jSn wire, 
but was also seen by Ilsiang and Finnemore [6-1] in SNS .Josephson junctions, open­
ing the possibility of .Josephson couphng between grains [65] [9]. Another transport 
result is field hysteresis in Jc as observed by Watanabe et al. [66]. 
The existence of Cooper pairs in IlTSC's was proven by Cammel et al. [67]. 
by imaging the flux line lattice. They were able to show that the ((uantum of flux 
in HTSC's is $q, instead of $ = /jc/e, which would be expected for single pari irle 
superconductivity. The imaging was successful at 1.2 K. but failed at 77 K (no lattice 
was observed), opening the possibility of flux-line-lattice melting. 
MCiller et al. [4] observed an irreversibility transition (the irreversibiliiy Une) 
at which the zero-fiekl-coolecl and field-cooled magnetization signals coincide. This 
transition was found to go as [i — t) oc 11^!^, which led them to conclude that 
this was a superconducting glass transition, as this is the same dependence for spin 
glasses. Yeshurun and MalozemofT [5] also observed this, but analyzed the data using 
a thermally activated critical current model, and showed that Jc = 0 along this same 
curve (the sample is reversible when Jc = 0). The addition of this irreversibility line. 
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as well as the large dllf-o/dT, shows that the magnetic phase diagram for the HTSCs 
appears to be quite different than for conventional superconductors. A typical 11-T 
diagram [68] for a IITSC is shown in the third H-T diagram in Fig. 1.1, including the 
irreversibility h ne, the three critical fields, and each region (fluctuation, reversible, 
flux creep, and rigid lattice) of the II-T plane is labeled. 
There have been many studies of flux creep on HTSCs, so only a few will be 
highlighted here. One clue that flux creep effects are important was reported by 
Malozemoff et al. [69], where the value of obtained from AC' susceptibility 
exjjerijjients was frequency-dependent. The usual methods of cree;) analysis is to use 
the method of Beasley et al. [70] and/or Campbell and Evetts [71]. Xu et al. [72] 
found that using this model resulted in an activation energy that increases with 
temperature and field, a common result for YBa2Cu:^0y_^ (see. for example. Ref. 
[73]). Welch [74] explains this Ijy arguing that the increase in / 'Q witii tc)iii)oraturr 
is due to the non-linear dependence on the current density Xu et ai. did most of 
the measurements in high fields, whereas much of the literature concentrates on low 
fields (i.e., Ref. [5] used // = ] kOe). llagen and Grirssen [75] claim that these single-
barrier models are inadequate to explain flux creep data, and they give a method by 
which the zero-temperature distril)ution of activation (or pinning) energies can be 
extracted from experimental data. 
The goals of the work reported here are to understand the differences in the H-T 
diagrams for IITSC's, to find out which models apply best and where in I lie H-T 
plane to apply them. 
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Survey of General Superconductivity Theories 
London Theory 
In order to descrilje the electrodynaniic properties of a superconductor, London 
and London used (js is the superconducting current density) 
Vx(Ajs)  =  - -h .  (1 .1)  
c 
Using Maxwell's eciuations [7G] and vector identities [77], the Londons derived the 
following equation for the magnetic field within a superconductor: 
V-h = ^h . (1.2) 
c-A 
Here, all quantities are written in lower case to signify that they are local quantities. 
The London penetration depth is related to A, and is given by 
Aq =  (c^A/47r) ' /"  =  (mc^/  l7re"ns)^^^ • (1 .3)  
This describes the penetration of weak magnetic fields, sucli a.s in the case of a 
semi-infinite superconducting slab, where II = II(je~'^^^0 for an applied field //y. 
Equation 1.2 also describes the supercurrent js (just replace h with jg). so this also 
means that jg is limited to a region of depth AQ from the surface. Thus, tlie London 
penetration depth can be thought of as either a decay length for the magnetic field 
or the depth to which supercurrents exist. 
BCS Theory 
The BCS theory [27] was the first theory to propose a microscopic model for 
the mechanism of superconductivity. The three important parameters are the D<*bye 
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temperature a;£), the density of states A'^(O). and a superconducting parameter such 
as Tc or the energy gap A(0). Based on these three parameters. B(.'S worked out 
an entire theory for superconductivity. Since this is a very detailed and complicated 
theory, the results for many of the measurable quantities are listed below. 
0 Tc in terms of (1.4) 
BCS Hamiltonian parameters 
3.58 Energy gap in terms of Tc (1.5) 
1.43 Specific heat jinn p at Tc (1-0) 
1.34 Ig—low temperature (1.7) 
electronic specific heat 
^^ coherence length (1.8) 
7rA(0 )  
Since ^ oc 1/A(0) oc l/Ic, the IITSC's have much shorter coherence lengths 
than low-Tc superconductors. This is important, as many of the superconducting 
properties depend on 
Ginzburg-Landau Theory 
The Ginzburg and Landau [28] (GL) theory for macroscopic superconductivity 
uses the free energy expansion of the complex order parameter (superconducting 
wave function) i/' (IVi^ = n.s). This theory, along with the extensions of Abrikosov 
[29], who showed that type II behavior occurs when k > \/2. gives expressions foi' 
many superconducting parameters, along with the temperat ure dependencies near 
kTc = 
2A(0) 
kTc 
c? — cn 
Tc 
iTc 
cn 
(o = 
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Te. These are listed below [78]; 
" 2 V 2 i T H c { T ) X ^ f f ( T )  
K. = ^ (1.11) 
//-.) = -% = \/2h-Ifc (1.1:1) 
2r^-
H^l = -%. (li,K + 0.5) (1.11) 
47r/\-' 
Here, $Q = hc/2e is the flux quantum. The factor of two in the denominator is due 
to the charge of the Cooper pair (two electrons). 
The effective penetration depth and coherence length C depends on the 
purity of the sample. The "clean"' limit is when ( ^  L where I is the mean free path 
of the metal (in the free electron gas approximation [79]), and the "dirty" limit is the 
opposite case. I Clean superconductors are samples with high purity are. as the 
mean free path of a metal is greatly shortened hy impurities. In fact, adding enough 
of an impurity to a type I superconductor results in a type 11 superconductor, i.e., I'b-
T1 [70]. The coherence length is related to the Pippard length in the clean limit l)y 
^(D = 0.74^Q/(1 — and in the dirty limit by ^{T) = O.S55((foO^/"/(l — /)'/"• 
The penetration depths are given by A^(f) = A£(0)/[2(l — /)]clean limit, where 
is the London penetration depth, and ^{t) = A£(/)(^q/1.33/)^/'^. dirty limit. 
The CiL parameter K is roughly iudepeudent of temperature, and is given by H = 
0.yG(A£(0)/i^(3), clean, and K = 0.715(A£ (0)//), dirty. 
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General concepts relating to Flux Pinning 
Vortices are pinned in superconductors by grain boundaries, impurities, or other 
defects because of dirty limit behavior. The free energy per unit length is AF// = 
if the superconductor is dirty with bulk mean free path /Q, and a defect 
has mean fiee path < /Q, then the difference in the free energy per unit length 
between the defect and the bulk is 
7/2 g 
AF//= ^ 7rA(r) a-/n < 0 . (1.15) 
OTT 
Since tlie difference is negative, the vortex will remain on the defect unless forced off. 
The pinning force per unit leiigtli fp is given Ijy [4S] 
^ ^ 1 ^  ( l . K i )  
i/T ln(f, ) 
In the IITSC's k is very large and is very small, so it can be seen that fp will 
f)e smaller than for a conventional superconductor. 
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY-FLUX CREEP MODELS 
Single-Barrier Model 
Overview 
The single barrier flux creep model and the critical state model are used in ( his 
work for the majority of the data analysis. The critical state model gives a method 
for calculating the critical current density Jc from magnetization data without using 
a transport measurement. The flux creep model gives expressions for calculating 
various material-sensitive parameters, such as the the depth of the pinning well f y. 
the activation volume V", and the flux hopping distance A. the last two |>arameters 
almost always appearing as the product V'A'. A review of these two models is needed 
in onler to show the assumptions matle and the limitations that are imposed by these 
assumptions. 
Critical State Model 
Most of the data presented here were taken in regions of the II-T plane where 
magnetic flux fully penetrates the sample and the flux density is a|)proximately tnii-
forni across the sample. In this case, the Bean [62] [33] model takes on a particularly 
simple form. Jc can be assumed to be independent of field, because the field is nearly 
uniform across the sample. Using this assumption. Bean was able to calculate the 
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magnetization of a hard superconductor as a function of field, and compare the result 
to exj^eriniental data. In the followiiig exi^ressions. cylindrical symmetry is assumed 
and practical units are used (Gauss, A/cm-, and cm). 
As the field is increased from the initial unmagnetized state, a surface emf (volt­
age) is generated by Faraday's Law [76], € = —d^fdt. where <& is the magnetic flux, 
and surface currents are induced. If H < H(-i, the currents are screened out to a 
depth \ <^ R, so the magnetization is —iTrM = H and the internal field Ifj = 0. 
As H increases to values greater than 11^1^ the currents will flow down to a depth 
deeper than A. This new penetration depth can be calculated using Ampere's law 
V x H = ^ J c .  ( 2 . 1 )  
The currents are such that the field will be tangential to the surface, which allows 
the curl to be re-written as c/ii/r/r. Since Jc is assumed to be constant, the left side 
of eq. 2.1 is a constant, and can be easily integrated from to II to yield the 
field-dependent penetration depth A. 
( / / - / / e l ) =  ^  J c A  ( 2 . 2 )  
^ (M, 
47r Jç 
The physical meaning of A can be seen in Fig. 2.1, which shows the magnetic 
field profile (more properly called the magnetic flux density profile) as a function of 
depth. It can be clearly seen that when H < II*, A is the depth to which the current s 
flow, and that H* is the field at which the flux fully penetrates to the center of the 
sample (A = i?). Bean integrated this flux profile to derive the initial magnetization 
of the sample. 
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H>H» 
H = H» 
H<H* 
0 A(H) R 
Figure 2.1: Bean model flux profiles of a cylindrical sample with radius R 
The flux density profiles in Fig. 2.1 are commonly referred to as flux fronts. While 
Fig. 2.1 seems to imply a continuous flux distribution in the sample, it is well known 
that flux in type II su[)erconductors is <iuantized in vort ices of flux <i>() = /)f /2f. 
These two views can be reconciled by viewing t.lie flux front as a gradient of vort ices, 
so that near the surface, where the field is close to the applied field, there exists a 
m u c h  l a r g e r  d e n s i t y  o f  v o r t i c e s  t h a n  n e a r  t h e  c e n t e r  ( o r  a t  r  =  A ( 1 I ) ,  i f  I I  <  I I * )  
[80]. In high fields H //*, the flux front is much more near to being flat., t hat is. 
B is nearly uniform across the sample, so the a.ssumption of a. uniform Jc across the 
sample is not necessarily Ijad. 
The Bean model is much more commonly used to calculate the critical cur­
rent density from magnetization data than for describing the shape of magnet ization 
curves. This method of calculating Jc from magnetization data was presented by 
Fietz and Webb [SI]. 
C'onsider a cylindrical sample with ladius R. In the course of a hyst.erosis Ioo|). 
the sample will be in an external field Ha- Ha Hd- can be neglected 
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Ha B(r) 
B = Beq (Ha) 
R 0 r 
Figure 2.2; Bean model flux profiles for an external field //, with both increasing 
and decreasing fiekl, as well as for zero field after a field cycle. The 
sample is a cylinder of radius R 
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in the analysis. The case for which H = Ha with increasing and decreasing field 
histories is shown in Fig. 2.2. in which the flux profiles (that is, B vs. r) are j)lotl.pd 
vs. radial position. The slope of each profile is related to Jc via 
In high fields, dD/dH ~ 1, which results in 
dB OB dll in. 
= W-g? " w 
Equation 2.5 gives the magnitude of the slope. When the field is increased to Ha. 
the currents act to screen out the flux from the interior, giving the downward slo]>e 
in Fig. 2.2. If the field is decreased from above //«, the direction of the current 
reverses because the sense of the surface emf will also reverse. This leads to flux 
being trapped in the interior (also referred to as the remanent flux density By), the 
amount of which is related to Jc- This gives the positive slope profile in Fig. 2.2. 
The flux density B(r) can then be written as 
% ( / - )  =  i ? . s ± ^ . / c ( i ? - ' - )  .  ( 2 . 0 )  
with the subscript referring to whether the field is increasing or decreasing. At the 
surface, Bs ~ Ha +4;riUeç = BeqiHa), because the parallel component of H at the 
surface must be continuous [82], and for r > R, B = Beq{Ha). where Beq{Ha) is the 
value that B would have in the absence of flux pinning. 
At the same //«, the magnetization for each profile is given by 
-4;rM_|_(7') = Ha - B^(r) (2.7) 
— •f;ril/_(?-) = Ha — B^(r) . (2.8) 
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and the difference (tJie hysteresis) is given by A(—47ril/) = B_ — B_|_. Since any 
measured quantity will be an average over the cross-sectional area of the sample, this 
cjuantity must also be averaged over the cross-sectional area of the sample in order 
to calculate .Ic- Since — B_|_ = SirflOJciR — r) from Eq. 2.4, A(—4Til/) is given 
l)y 
which is often written without tlie 47r as 
AM = —. (2.10) 
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Thus, the Bean critical state model can be used to calculate the critical curreiit den­
sity from magnetic hysteresis measurements, without the need for t ransport current 
measurements. 
This model assumes that Jc is constant across the sample. In most supercon­
ductors at low magnetic fields, this is not the case. To account for this several models 
have been proposed, including that of Kim et al. [83], Vesliurun et al. [81], and Slii 
et al. [85], where some field dependent form for Jc is assumed. In tact, Xu et al. [80] 
have derived a generalized critical state model using a two-parameter expression lor 
Jc, from which all of the previous models can be derived. Most of these models are 
useful mostly at low fields, whereas the data in this work were taken at high fields. 
Therefore, little effort was put forth to utilize these models. 
The problem w^ith using the Bean approach is that if Jc is fi("ld-depenrlent. I lie 
slope of the field profiles in Fig. 2.2 will not be constant. This is l>ecau.se tlie local 
field changes with depth. This means that Eq. 2.6 must be re-written as 
B:^ (?•) = ± -jjy Jc {'•} (7? - /•) . (2.11 ) 
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and that the integration in Eq. 2.9 must now take in the spatial dependence on Jc-
This is a non-trivial exercise, since in order to calculate •7c(j")r it is necessary to know 
the dependence of the local field on position, which is often not known. To get around 
this is, either only high field data are used, so that B ~ //, and Jc is constant across 
the sample, or fine-grained samples (7? ~ A) are studied [65]. 
Kim - Anderson Model 
The critical state model gives a method to obtain the critical current from experi­
mental data, but does nothing on its own to account for the rather severe tempera! ure 
dependence of Jc, even at low temperatures. Anderson [87] showed that Jc is limited 
at finite temperature by the thermal activation of bundles of fluxons over flux ])in-
ning cites such as defects and impurities. This model predicts a logarit hmic decay 
in Jc with time, which was observed by Kim et al. [83] in measurements on Nb-Zr 
tubes. This means that Jc will eventually decay to zero (the sample will revert, to t he 
equilibrium state), but the time required for this to happen is extremely long [1 1]. 
While it is possible that the resulting flux creej) is due to the activation of single 
vortices, this was considered unlikely, because the field of a vortex will extend out a 
distance A into bulk of the sample, which is typically 5 x 10~^ cm (or even longer for 
IITSC's [88] compared to conventional superconductors [87]). Therefore, it is unlikely 
that in a hard superconductor that there will not be any overlap and interaction 
betwœn vortices. The flux bundles are assumed to have a size of d ~ in~'^ — 10"" ' 
cm, and the bundles can independently creep the same distance d. 
When a flux bundle encounters a defect or impurity, there will be a dilTerence 
in the free energy between the superconducting bulk material and the normal (or at 
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Ica-st less siipercoiulucting) defect. If the dcfect is normal, then the difference if free 
energy in a volume of is 
AFmax = Fn - Fs^ • (2.12) OTT 
This assumes that the entire bundle is pinned, which is unlikely. To accoiuit for this. 
Anderson introduced a parameter p which is the effective fraction of pinning (if Ihe 
bundle is piinied over a distance then p ~ The actual free energy difference 
is then 
AF* = pAFinax = P • (2.1:)) 
O/T 
In the critical state, there exists a current density Jc wliich is flowing I hroiigliont 
the bulk of the sample (here it is implicitly assumed that H > //*). The Lorentz 
force (per unit volume) is Jc x B. If this is integrated over the volume of the bundle 
d'^ then the free energy contribution will be (he Lorentz force times (lie ]io[)piiig 
distance, that is. 
Fj^ ~ —JcBd^ = — Jc^d" , (2-11) 
where it is assumed that the area is d~. so the flux = Bd" = wliere ii is an 
integer, and 0Q = hc/2t is the flux quantum. Therefore, the free energy is given by 
A F *  = p ^  - Jc^d- . (2.15) 
kTT 
This free energy difference describes the pinning potentinl U of the superconduc­
tor. In the case of zero driving force (no currents and/or fields), U — pIJ^/(STr)d'^ ~ 
UQ. If there exists a periodic array of pinning cites (i.e.. o-Ti precipitates in Nb-Ti). 
then f'Q would look something like the potential shown in Fig. 2.3. which looks like 
an oid-lashioned washboard. If the driving force is non-zero, however, (hen (lie po-
ten(iai will resemble Fig. 2.1. which is the the potential in Fig. 2.3 (( q) wi(ii (lie term 
U(x) 
X 
Figure 2.3: A hypothetical non-tilted pinjiing potential 
U(x) 
Figure 2.1; A tilted-wasliboard potential 
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— |F|rA' superimposecl on it. The appearance of this potential gives it the name lilird 
washboard poienfial. In the presence of external fields, a vortex pinned in a well will 
be more susceptible to thermal activation over the edge of the well, as the tilting due 
to the external driving force causes the effective depth of the well to be reduced. This 
approximation to the activation energy is called the linear approximaVion. because it 
i s  assumed that  U o c  J. 
For the thermal activation of the flux bundle, the Arrlienius relation [IS] is used, 
with the flux hopping frequency given by 
where i?Q is an attempt frequency. Anderson then used this to show that the critical 
state parameter a(/) = J{t)[B(t) + BQ] will decay logarithmically in time. 
Beasley-Labusch-Webb Model 
The model of Bea^ley et al. [70] is built around the assumptions of the Mean and 
Kim-Anderson models, so the amount of mathematical detail here will be curtailed, 
with the empliaais being on the physical meaning of the formulae. This model will 
be referred to as the BLW model. In Table 2.1, the different notations of Beasley et 
al. and Anderson are shown. The notation of used in the BLW model will be used 
from now on. 
While Anderson used (l/c)J x B for the Lorentz force, Friedel et al. [80] found 
that a more accurate expression is 
d H { B )  (2.17) 
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quantity Anderson Bea,sley 
activation energy AF* U 
well depth pir'i/(Si7)(I:^ 
pinning length d X 
activation volume (P V 
Lorentz force (l/r)./Z? (l'/f7r)BVB 
flopping frecptency R u 
Table 2.1: Iclentificaiion of the variables used by Beasiey el al. and ]>ow l liey relate 
to those of Anderson 
so in one dimension, F = —7/(4ff)BVB, if the Maxwell eciuation j = (c/l;r)V x B 
is used. In high-K materials at. high fields, = OHfOB % i. so the difference in these 
two Loreutz forces is minor. 
To derive the flux creep equation, BLW starts with an expression for the (lux 
flow density D, which is the amount of flux per unit length and time ( hat crosses a 
line perpendicular to B and VB. 
D = ^ (2.18) 
In E(|. 2.18. the first term is a unit vector jjerpendicular to both B and VB, and 
the thermal activation term explicitly contains the dependence of [• on fields and 
gradients (currents). The distance w is the average distance moved in a flux jump. 
Using the requirement of flux conservation, and assuming that V = f g ~ 
|F|V'A <C kT, BLW derived the following expression for the flux creep rate R = 
d ^ f d h ï  t .  
— f — )  V)\VI3\), l-Z'J 
(2.20) 
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B • congf 
VjV.V////.gg 
Figure 2.5: Figure from Beaslcy et al. showing the dcpeiidoiice of I' on Jc. Using 
tlie linear approximation gives f as the intercept of the tangent to the 
curve at the point shown 
The ± sign refers to whether the field history is increasing or decreasing. In j)iacticc. 
è is eliminated hy using Rav = (R-\. + /?_)/2. 
To calculate and VA' from creep data, all that is needed is the dependence 
of U on |Vi?| (Jc)- Figure 2.3 shows a typical non-linear pinning potential function. 
If the linear approximation is used, then 
( dU \  î'o 
This gives the result 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
In the current work, the observed quantity is the average magnetization M. Since 
the flux # = BA = B{w(r) and B = II + iirM. S = <IM/(l\n / = /?/(( lj)(7r/)-). so 
( L ^ f  p J c  f >  T  
d In f 30 I 0 
(2.2;]) 
This gives the material-sensitive parameter ['Q in terms of the experimentally mea­
surable  quant i t ies  S and Jc-
UQ is an energy, wliich is also a force times a distance. Because the force per 
unit volume is |Jc x B|, the activation volume is V, and the pinning length is X. 
JcBVX is also ati energy, so Eq. 2.2-3 can l;e written in terms of l'A' as 
This is the BJAV model for flux creep, showing how tlie materials-sensitive pa­
rameters and l'A' can be determined from the analysis of flux creep data. 
Distribution Model 
From the inhomogeneous character of the HTS(.''s. it was reasonable to believe 
that a distribution of pinning sites would be appropriate, so in 1!)8!:). llagen and 
Griessen (HÇ!) [75] worked out a method to extract this distribution from flux creep 
data. This model is an extension of the thermally activated Jc model of Campbell and 
E v e t t s  [ 7 1 ] ,  w h e r e  t h e  n o r m a l i z e d  c r e e p  r a t e  [ { i j M ) d M j d h x  1  =  S / M  =  ' / I n  M j t l l w  / )  
can be written as 
f/ln M 
(/In t 
1 - 1  
(2.2.3) 
kT 
where is the time at which creep data is taken in the critical state (i.e., /| in the 
BLW model), r is a characteristic time constant for the creep jnocess (i.e., I/Z'Q in 
the BLW model), and In/^/r governs the initial collapse of the critical state. The 
magnetization that is being calculated here is vol the measured signal, but is the mag­
netization due only to the critical current. This is an important difference, becansr 
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the equilibrium magnetization is stable in time and sltould not decay. For comparison 
to the experimental results, the equilibrium magnetization must be sul>tracted. 
In this model, the basic assinnption is that there exists a continuous distribution 
of independent activation energies E, each of which decays according to 
i\/(/,r) = iUo(r)lL-^in(i + -^) (2.20) 
The total magnetization is given by summing the individual magnetization contribu­
tions to obtain 
l.T t 
^ ~ h{T)E* 7^ (2 .2T)  
where M Q is the value of M  at T = 0, h ( T )  is the temperature dependejice of the 
activation energies, a{T)fh(T) is the temperature dependence of the cri(i< al current, 
and 
is'J = kT/b{T) hi(l + f / r ) %  kiyHT) hi(/,,/r) (2.2S) 
is the activation energy, which is assumed to be a continuous variable. Here, the 
energy is evaluated at / = and because ifjr 1. the argument of the logarithm 
can be simplified. Note that if a single barrier distribution n){E*) = ê(E* — f Q) is 
substituted into Eq. 2.27. Eq. 2.26 is recovered, as would be expected. 
Differentiating Ecp 2.27 with respect to In t results in 
( I M  _  k T  f o o  w { E * )  
( I  In t  
_ _ . u  Jii-
'  ®  a ( T )  J E * ( t , „ T )  E *  (2.2!)) 
The distribution miE^) is obtained by differentiating with respect to temperature. 
m ( E ^ )  =  f i { T )  ( I M  
dT \  Â-7'A/(j (I\nt 
h[T) _(!_ 
T  ( I T  \ h { T )  (2 . ;50)  
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The model is not yet complete, however, as In^^/r is as yet unknown. Some 
further manipulations of Eqs. 2.27 - 2.29 yields the following for lu(/^/-). 
-1  
In h{Tl _d_ ( T )  [ d T  H T )  a i T )  
\  diM (  d \nb { T ) \ '  
)  [r / lnf  [  dhiT )  (2.31) 
This term is assumed to be independent of temperature, so the proper choice of o { T )  
and b(T) should be made with this in mind. Equation 2.31 can be applied to data, 
so that lu(/^/r) can be experimentally determined. 
These two equations 2.30 and 2.31 are the heart of the HCî distribution model. 
Equation 2.31 gives the activation energy (Eq. 2.28) and Eq. 2.30 gi\es (he dis­
tribution function ;7?(£^q), provided that the functions a{T) and b{T) are known. 
The function b ( T )  is the temperature dependence of the activation energy as 
itioned before. In the Anderson-Kim model, this was given by /{S7r)d'^. To nien  
generalize this to include the possibility that the coherence length is contributing 
to the creep process, this can be written as //^/(S7r)^"f/'^"~". where n is an integer 
satisfying 0 < n < 3. losing the two-lluid model for = A-(0)/(i — 0') and the 
parabolic dependence for He = i/c(0)(l — 0"), where the reduced is (eniperature 
0 = T/Tc (0 is used here to prevent confusion with time /). This gives oc (( 1 4-
0^)/(l — 0"))^/", so that 6(0) is given as 
6(0) = (l-02)^ (1 + 0^) 
n 
7 
(2.32) (1-0'-^) 
The model of Tinkham [90] corresponds to the case of n = 1. 
The other function a ( T )  is the temperature dependence of the Lorentz-force term 
VX. Using the same notation as for b(T), (t(T) is expected to vary as where 
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0 < 77? < 4, so «(0) is given by 
rt(0) = (1+0-^) 
ni 
T 
(2.33) ( 1 -02 )  
If tn = 0, then the microstructure of the sample is the controlling factor the Lorentz-
force term [T-5]. but if m = 4, then both the activation energy and the pinning length 
a s  c o n t r o l l e d  b y  t h e  c o h e r e n c e  l e n g t h .  I f  t h e  s a m e  v o l u m e  i s  a s s u m e d  f o r  i ) o t h  h { T )  
and «(T), then the values of 7i and iii are not ijidependent of each other, that is. 
m < ?? . 
Equations 2.30 - 2.33 comprise the entire IIG distribution model. All I hat re­
m a i n s  t o  b e  d o n e  i s  t o  f i n d  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  d e p e n d e n c i e s  o f  d M j d X w  i [ T )  a n d  M { T )  
and fit them into these equations. The exponents n and m are chosen in such a way 
as lo make Eq. 2.31 independent of temj)erature. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL 
SQUID Magnetometer 
Magnetization measurements were performed in two commercial Quantum De­
sign SQUID niagnetometersCQDl" and "QD2"). Both machines are computer-
controlled. with full temperature and field control capability. The magnetom<Her 
QDl is an older model of the hasic QD magnetometer, with a maximum field of 2 T. 
while QD2 is a newer magnetometer with ntaxijiuun fuMd of .3.5 T. 
One problem with these magnetometers is that the magnets are not iiomoge-
neous along the solenoid axis. If the samj)le exhibits hysteresis (i.e.. ferromagiiets 
and superconductors), the resulting magnetic moment will not necessarily reflect a 
characteristic of the sample but will reflect the response of the sample to a field 
gradient. Therefore, it is necessary to know the variation of the magnel along I lie 
length of the solenoid, and to limit the scanning length of the sample to a region 
Scan Length (cm) Field Variation (%) 
1.0 0.001 
2.0 0.005 
3.0 0.048 
1.0 0.19 
6.0 1.1 
8.0 5.8 
Table 3.1; Scan lengths with the corresponding field variations for Ql)2 
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Figure 3.1: Field variation vs. position for the magnet used in QDl. The scan length 
is twice the position coordinate 
where the field has a small variation. The manual for QD2 gives the field variation 
for different scan lengths, shown in Table 3.1. No such information existed for QDl, 
however, so Steve Sanders and .Jerry Ostenson of Ames Lab mapped out the field of 
this magnetometer by a sweeping a coil connected to a Walker MF-30P integrating 
fluxnieter along the solenoid axis. For QDl, the operating software can calculate the 
magnetic moment for scan lengths no shorter than 3.5 cm, so for a 3.5 cm scan, the 
field variation was found to be 0.2%. Since the maximum field is only 2 T, the largest 
field variation is only 40 G, which is not considered to be much of a problem. 
Temperature is controlled using a QD R-G bridge, heating provided by a wire-
wound heater. Sample cooling is achieved by turning the heater off and drawing cold 
He gas into the sample chamber, which results in a large temperature luidersliool. 
Fo! measuiements that are sensitive to temperature history, it is necessarv to use a. 
a warming curve. 
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The magnetic field control is charged with a Kepco JQE 6-45 (M) (6 volts. -15 
Amps) (QD2) or JQE G-22 (QDl) power supply. The standard magnet charging 
secjuence is to overshoot the set point field by approximately 20 % and progressively 
oscillate the field down to the set point in approximately 6 cycles. For liysleretic 
samples, this method is unacceptable, so the no-overslioot mode can lie utilized, 
in which the magnet is monotonically chargcd. When the set point is readied, a 
persistent current switch is shorted across the magnet terminals, and once tlie field 
is stable, the power supply is shut olF. To change the field, the power supply must 
first be reset to the previous setting to prevent a field quench. Negative fields aie 
oljtained by use of a current rev ersing switch. 
Samples 
The primary focus of this work was to study tlie intragranular fiux creep in 
a highly anisotropic superconductor TlvBaoCagCu^^OjQ and compare the results 
to other high Tc and conventional superconductors. There was special motive in 
studying each sample, which are shown in Table 3.2. TI v B a^ ( J a 9 C' u ;j O Q has the 
highest Tc and probably has the most anisotropic structure of the HTSC's. Nb-
Ti and NbySn are conventional superconductors which are known to exhibit large 
flux pinning and critical currents. Bi^SrgCaCugO;;- is similar to Tl^BavCa^C'Uj^0 jQ 
in structure, and should therefore have similar behavior. (Ba^_.j.Ka-)Bi03 is the 
only HTSC that has a cubic structure, and (Nd|_.,.(.'e;i-)2^'ii^4 i* I he only electron-
carrier IITSG. By comparing these different superconductors, the important factors 
that control the flux creep can be understood. 
In general, the lITSC's are highly anisotropic (see. for example. Ref. [U>]). so it 
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SAMPLE Tc (K) TYPE 
TlgBagCavC^kiOin 120 grain-aligned epoxy composite, UTSC 
Nb-Ti 9.4 multi-filament wire, LTSC 
Nb^Sn 17.7-5 superconducting tape, LTSC 
(Bai_,.K;r)lBi03 28 epoxy composite (not aligned), UTSC 
(Ndi_,,(:'e;r)2C'u04 21 grain-aligned epoxy composite. UTSC' 
BioSrgCaCu^O;;: 90 single rrysl al, HTSC 
Table 3.2: Samples used in this study 
glue 3.2: Randomly oriented grains  before the application of luagnetic field. Tlie 
easy axis (see text) is indicated by the arrow 
<5 (D <5 O 
0(5 <? 
H 
Figure 3.3: Crains aligned with the east axis parallel to the field II 
is necessary to obtain samples that possess a high degree of preferred orientation, and 
to eliminate any grain-to-grain coupling, as grain boundaries act as weak links [01]. 
Both of these conditions can be met by the epoxy-alignment method [41], which takes 
advantage of the anisotropy of the normal state magnetic susceptibility. The sample 
is initially a sintered pellet which is then powdered into individual single crystals, 
mixed with epoxy, and the conglomerate is allowed to harden in a high magnetic 
field, (i.e., 8 T). The mixture is usually rather dilute (< 50% superconductor) in 
order to prevent bad alignment caused by individual particles interfering with one 
another. When first mixed with the epoxy. the powder is randomly oriented (IPig. 
3.2). but the field application causes a net torque on each particle, causing each 
particle to rotate such that the crystal axis with the largest moment (the "easy" 
axis, which is usually the c-axis) aligns with the field (I'lg. 3.3). The sample is tlien 
kept in tlie field until the epoxy hardens to prevent the pari icles from relaxing. Oiire 
hard, the particles are fixed in place, and the magnetic properties of the sani])le 
for each direction can be determined. This method allows the experimenter to take 
measurements on what amounts to millions of single crystals (at the same time), 
without some of the inherent problems associated with single crystals, such a.s large 
demagnetizing factors [5], internal weak-links [91], and incomplete oxygenation [92]. 
It is necessary that each particle be a single crystal grain, because nnilti-grain 
part icles will not have a well defined easy axis. If the powder is composed of such 
l)articles, it will not align well, and the measmements performed on t he sample will be 
affected by the anisotropy. A hypothetical bi-crystalline grain is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, 
where the t wo different c-axis orientations are shown by the arrows. This grain will 
probably line up along direction defined by tlie mean of the two c-axis orientations. 
Figure 3.1: A particle composed of two grains with different o-axis orientations (ar­
rows) 
resulting in no well-defined preferred orientation. Tlierefore. it is nece.ssar.v to grind 
the ]>owder carefully and screen out any large particles with an appropriately sized 
mesh (i.e., a 38 fim mesh should get rid of most of the multigraiti particles). 
The degree of alignment can be checked by performing an x-ray rocking curve 
on an appropriate diffraction peak. First the aligned sample is scanned normally 
in an x-ray diffractometer. with the x-ray beam incident along one of the defined 
axes, i.e.. the c-axis. (Tliis is the usual choice, so from here on. r-axis orientation 
will be assumed for brevity.) According to the rules of x-ray diffraction [5)3]. only 
the (00/) peaks should be observecl. If any other peaks are observed, the sample is 
poorly aligned and the alignment process must be done over. Assuming that only 
(00/) peaks are seen, one of these is selected (i.e., for the TlgBa^Cavl^r^OjQ sample 
studied here, the (005) peak was chosen). The sample is then re-scanned about this 
peak, with the sample held fixed in place. The resulting diffraction pattern looks 
like a resonance peak, and the quality of the alignment can be determined by the 
sharpness of the i>eak. The full-width half-maximum (FVVILIM) is defined as the 
width of the peak at one half of the peak height. A sample has good alignment if the 
FWIIM is small. Although x-ray diffraction is most sensitive to surfaces [!,)f], (his 
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niethocl gives an indication of the (quality of alignment. 
To examine the interior of the sample, it is necessary to cut it open and mount 
it in a binder for metallographic examination under a microscope. This method 
has the advantage of exposing the entire samjile, but the distinct disait vantage of 
rendering the sample useless for measurement afterwards. Therefore, this should l)e 
done only after all of the desired data has been taken on the sample, at which time it 
is presumed that the sample would be expendable. For tlie case of V'Ba2('u;}0'j-_^i^, 
optical studies of a cross-sectional cut confirm that the alignment is good througliout 
the sample [11]. 
One material that was not studied here was YBa2Cuj()y_^. This was because 
"^'Ba2Cu;jO'j-_^ single crystals often suffer from poor sample quality, especially in 
the area of incomplete oxygenation [92]. One sensitive measure of the degree of 
oxygenation is the "fishtail" effect which occurs in magnet ization cur\ es. Figure 
(taken from Ref. [92]) shows such a curve taken at 70 K. A large maximum occurs 
at -1 T, which translates to a maximum in the magnetization Jc at tlie same Held. 
It is also shown that as the oxygen content is increased, the fishtail goes away, lit 
the samples studied here, no fishtails were observed, indicating gooti oxygenation. 
YBa2(yUgOY_^ samples also have twinning planes [ii], and twinned samples can 
not be considered as single crystalline because there is no well defined a or b axis 
direction. 
This class of superconductor was first discovered by Sheng and llei inaiui al the 
1 University of Arkansas [3]. with onset temperatures as high as 120 K and zero re-
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Figure 3.5: A "fishtail" magnetization curve for an Y0a.2C'ii;}0y_^ single crystal 
sistance of 107 K. The predominant superconducting phases were first identified by 
Hazenet al. [95] as being Tl^Ba^Ca^C'u^O^q and TlvCa^ Ua^CuvO^g. and I lie liigii-
est Tc phase (Tl^Ba2CaoCu;j0jg) was found by Parkin et al. [!)G] at IBM Almaden 
to have Tc as high as 125 K. The IBM group also found several other Tl-based 
phases [!)7], with Tc's ranging from 65 to 125 K. These materials were found to have 
a layered perovskite structure, with a tetragonal rather than an orthorlioinbic crystal 
st ructure, so these materials do not form twin planes. Single-crystalline samples of 
the Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-O system are therefore much more likely to be single-crystalline 
than in the case of YBa2( u:jOY_^ 
Study of the TI-Ca-Ba-Cti-O systems is also of interest because Tc is approxi­
mately 30 K higher than that of YBa2Cu;}0j_^. so the reduced temperature / = 
TjTc is 27 % lower at 77 K (t = 0.62 for Tl^Ba^Ca^C-u^^O^Q with Tc = 125 K. 0.81 
for Yria2^ with Tc — 92 K). This would appear to make Tl2Ba2( 'a2( 'u;;0|g 
(or Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0, which has similar Tc's) more likely to be u«et'ul in licjuid nitro­
gen. A quick scan of the literature, however, shows that the reversible part of f lie 
H-T plane is much larger for Bi-Sr-C'a-Cii-0 [6] and TlgBagCagCiiyOjg [7] than for 
YBa2Cu;30j_^ [5]. Therefore, studying the flux pinning and flux crep]> |)ro|)erties 
of Th)BagCagCn^jOis necessary to understand the causes and origins of such a 
mobile flux lattice, and to learn how to improve the flux-pinning qualities of these 
materials. 
The TlgBagCagCuyO^o sample used in this study was supplied by D. F.. Parrel I 
of Ca.se Western Reserve University and N. P. Baiisal of NASA Lewis Hesearcli Center 
[98]. The sample was given the name of l-ll-8b, and will referred to here as 11-1. 
The sample was a grain-aligned epoxy composite. During the alignment process, 
a. provision for easy sample mounting and crystal axis definition was made by the 
inclusion of two holes through the entire sample. The sample could l>e oriented witli 
the field parallel to either the c-axis or the basal plane by mounting the sample on a 
cjuartz rod using the appropriate hole. 
Before the sample was aligned in epoxy. tiie powder was jiressed iiilo a ceramic 
pellet and the resistive transition was measured, with T'f (R=0) = 119 K [98] (sample 
Tl-1 is labeled as T-9 in Tab. 2 of Ref. [98]) (this work was done before the sample was 
sent to Ames Lab). Fang et al. [7] measured Tc magnetically at Ames Lab to be 120 
K, which agrees with this work. The magnetic transition for an applied field of 100 
Oe is shown in Fig. 3.6. According to Parkin et al. [96], Tc for TlvBagCaoCn ^O^Q 
can vary from 118 to 125 K, with Tc dependent on the sample preparation conditions. 
es[)ecially the composition of the starting material. Bansal and Farrell found that iso­
lating the exact "222-3" phase is extremely dilficult and that the starling composition 
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Figure 3.6: Transition of Tl2Ba2Ca2Cug02Q sample Tl-1 in an applied field of 0.01 
must be off-stoichiometric. 
All IITSCs have an irreversibility transition, defined as the temperature for a 
given field at which the difference between the ZFC and FC signals is zero. Two 
methods are usually employed to determine the irreversibility point, a criterion 
{{MpQ — ~ 0 or by curve fitting the difference of the ZFC 
and FC signals. The temperature at which the curve extrapolates to zero is the irre­
versibility temperature. The 1% criterion method seemed rather arl>itrary, and was 
therefore not used. 
It is often difficult to determine the irreversibility point accurately. In a low field 
of 0.01 T, the signal difference goes to zero rapidly at 110 K, so that the uncertainty 
in is only in the temperature controller, 10 niK. In higher fields, the signal 
T with H II c 
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Figure 3.7: Determination of the irreversibility point for 0.5 T (// |1 c) 
tlifference goes to zero much more gradually, so it was necessary to fit a fourth-
order polynomial to the signal difference and define the irreversibility point as the 
intersection of the fit with the temperature axis. An example of this is shown in Fig. 
3.7, where the field is 0.5 T. The irreversibility point here is 79.7 ± 2 K, and the error 
bars in the data are reflected by the plot symbol size. The entire curve is 
shown in Fig. 3.8, along with determined by a 1% criterion as a comparison. It 
is easily seen that the criterion method results in a lower than the curve-fitting 
method for a given field. 
In contrast to other reports (Refs. [4] and [5], for example), no well defined 
temperature dependence for H^^^(T) was found. The low field region (0 < /«()// < 
0.057") can be described with a linear fit, whereas at higher field the temperature 
dependence is approximately cubic, i.e., Hj^r (1 — ^)^, where t = T/Tc is the 
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Figure 3.8: Irreversiliility transition for Tl-1 with H || c 
reduced temperature. This cubic dependence has also been ol^ser^-etl by Creen el 
al. [G] on a sample of Pb-doped BivSrgCaCu^O;; 2 which has the same structure as 
T12 Ba 2 (.82 C • u 3 O ^  q . 
Nb-Ti 
General The Nb-Ti sample used in this study (to be referred to as Nb-Ti-
1) was cut from a piece of commercially available wire found in the lab. Tlie wire 
was from the Magnetic Corporation of America (MCA), with the production «.lata 
shown in Table 3.3. Nb is a cubic material (bcc), and because Nb-Ti is a sol id-
solution alloy of Nb, Nb-Ti should also be cubic. The composition of tho sample is 
nominally 46.5 wt. % Ti and 53.5 wt. % Nb with approximately 1.5 to 2 % variation 
in these percentages. This sample gives a good representation of a state-of-the-art 
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Billet # 141 
size 0.030 in X 0.058 in 
Cu/SC ratio 1.25 : 1 
# filaments 367 
Table 3.3: Production data for the Nb-Ti sample Nb-Ti-1 (from the MCA data 
sheet) 
inultifilameutary superconducting wire. 
The micrographs of Nb-Ti-1 in Fig. 3.9 show multililamentary structure of the 
sam|)1e. It can be seen that the filaments are arranged in an approximately hexagonal 
array, and are roughly the same size. It is necessary to know the volume ol the sample 
in order to calculate the magnetization in G ( In-jU) from the measured moment bv 
the magnetometer. This can be computed by (at least) two different methods. In 
Fig. 3.9(b) each filament is roughly circular in cross-section with a diameter of 0.25 
in. The true size is d = 0.25 in x2.54 cm/in /JG5 = 38.5 /nn, giving a filament, 
radius p = 19.2/nn. The sample as measured consisted of three lengths of wire 
that had a total length of 1=1.2268 cm. The superconducting volume is the number 
of filaments times the area of each filament times the length of the sample, that is. 
V^c = 367X Kp^xl = 0.0052 cni'\ The superconducting volume can also be calculat ed 
from the MCA data sheet. The total volume of Nb-Ti-1 is the area (0.030x0.058 in") 
times the length 1, which equals 0.0138 cm^. The Cu/SC (copper to superconductor) 
ratio is a volume ratio. This means that V'sc = Vfo//2.25 = 0.0061 cm \ which, by 
inverting the previous method, gives a radius p = 20.8/'m. These methods agree to 
8.3%, with somewhat stronger confidence towards the first method. sin< e the second 
requires the assumption that the data sheet is always correct. For all calculations, a 
radius of 20 p. will be employed, which corresponds to a su])erconducting volume of 
u 
Figure 3.9: Two rnicrogra.j>lis of sample Nb-Ti-1 with magnifications (a) J L.25x and 
(b) lG5x 
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Figiue3.l0: Magnetic trausitioii of Nb-Ti-1 in an applied field of 50 Oe. applied 
parallel to the wire axis 
0.0057 cni'^. 
Superconducting Properties The snpcrcondiicting transition of Nb-Ti-l is 
shown in Fig. 3.10. The field was 50 Oe and the data were taken after cooling to -1.5 
K in zero field. The transition temperature Tc = 9.37 ±0.13 K. which is the midpoint 
l)etween the last superconducting and the first normal data points. The transition 
is 0.61 K wide as determined from the difference in the temperatures at which the 
signal is 10% and 90% of the value at 1.5 K. This is a good Cfiiality sample wil li no 
second phase signals apparent, hi all forthcoming discussions. Tc = 9.1 K. 
One major difference between this material and TWBag(.'a^C'i ^O jQ was t liai 
here, the crit ical fields were small enough tliat they could lie direct ly measured over 
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I'^igiire 3.1] : Determination of lor an applied field of 2.0 T 
much of the II-T plane. These are veiy useful in determining K . A. ami as well as 
tlie H-T phase diagram for the sample. Also, He could in principle 1)e dctermiiied 
by assuming BCS behavior, giving I he free energy/imit volume i\G = Jl^/Sir and 
AC/L the free energy/unit length of a vortex, but this Avas not done here. 
The upper critical field 11^,2 was determined by measuring the transition temjjer-
ature in different applied fields. Because the sample is irreversible throughout the en­
tire IJ-T plane (as will be shown in the next chapter), only the field-cooled curve was 
measured. Quantum Design magnetometers work best for increasing-temperature 
measurements, so the data were taken by first cooling in field 11 to 7' = 5 K, and 
then warming by at 0.25 K intervals to 10 K, after which the temperature interval 
was 0.5 K. The value of 7^.9, defined as TcillfO) determlnefl by first fitting the 
normal st ate data to a straight.line and subtracting the calcnlated normal st ate from 
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Figure 3.12: Upper critical field of Nl)-Ti-1 
the data. The correction can be as large as 30 % in -5.5 T. and is linear with field. 
A polynomial fit to the snpercondncting data was applied, and the intersect ion wit li 
tlie fit and the tempera)nre axis is An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
The resnlting II^.oiT) is shown in Fig. 3.12. The temperature dependence was 
found to be parabolic, with = 14.6(1 — t"). This fit was found to predict the 
data j)oiuts to an accuracy of 4.2% for fields greater than 0.7 T (the fit is much 
poorer close to Tc in fields of less than 0.5 T). The Gor'kov fit [99] could also be 
applied (this contains the parabolic dependence as well as a fourth-order polynomial 
in temperature), but the simpler parabolic fit was the method used. Bol h methods 
fit the data well (at t = 0.75, the differences of the parabolic fit and the (îor'kov lit 
are much less than 1%), but the Çîor'kov fit results in //^^.^(O) = 18 T. which seems 
too large for Nb-Ti. losing . the coherence length (f ran also be calculated from 
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Eq. 1.14. 
The lower critical field H^i(T) was determined by measuring the initial magne­
tization curves at fixed temperatures. When the applied field is less than 
magnetization is linear in H. The measured signal deviates from linearity at fffi - so 
by fitting a straight line to the low field data. is defined to l;e the field where 
the data first deviates by more than 1% from the fit. One thing to nc^te was the 
slope clMfdll at low fields was constant with temperatures, as expected for a super­
conductor in the Meissner state at low fields. This slope was found to be -0.00011 
eniu/Oe. Dividing by the vohune of 0.005T cm'\ and multiplying by Izr. the initial 
slope = -0.97. This justifies ignoring any demagnetization effects, so the only correc­
tion needed for the low field data is the small, negative field trapped in the solenoid, 
even after demagnetization. This was done by reading the x-intercept off of an init ial 
magnetization curve and adding it to the field at which the deviation from linearity 
occurs. This method of determining is illustrated in Fig. 3.13. 
Nb-jSn 
An attempt was made to measure flux creep in Nb^^Sn tape. However, t lie cieep 
characteristics of the tape were quite complicated, with flux jumps snperinij)osed on 
the logarithmic decay, for example. This made analysis extremely difficult, so the 
results presented here will be quite sketchy and preliminary. 
The tape was cut from commercially available CE stock. The tape had a sand­
wich structure, with outer layers of Cu, and two layers of NI);^Sn de])()si(ed on a 
non-metallic substrate. A micrograph of the sample is shown in Fig. -î.] I. 
In low fields, there appeared to be three superconducting transitions, at IT.TG 
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Figure 3.13: Determination of at T = 7.5 K 
K, 9 K. ami 7 K (Fig. 3.15). The main transition at 17.70 K is Tc of tlie Nb;}Sii. 
the 7 K transition is probably clue to some Pb solder left on the tape, and tiie 9 
K transition is some un reacted Nb. In a 1 T field, the lower 2V pliases disappear, 
and the transition is suppressed to 17.26 K, which gives a (very) rough estimate of 
dHç2l(^-^ % 2 T/K. No estimate of the sample volume could be made, due to the 
complicated low field nature of the transition. 
When the observation of flux creep was attempted, flux jumps often occurred. 
This made the analysis extremely difficult, as the jumps were not always sudden, l or 
this reason, the study of this sample was abandoned in favor ol the Nb-Ti sample, 
which did not have flux jump problems. The logarithmic creep rates do appear to be 
nearly the same before and after the jump, as is shown in Fig. 3.16. This was not 
always the case, however. 
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Figure 3.14: Micrograph of sample Nb^Sii-l. magnified 165 l imes. The outer layers 
are Cu, and the narrow dark Ijands near the center are the NI);jSn 
layers 
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Figure 3.15: Siiperconclucting transition of Nb-jSn-l in a field of 0.01 T 
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Figure 3.16: A flux jump during a creep measurement on NI);jSn-i. T =10 K. 
H = 15 kOe 
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(Nd|_;,Ce:r)2Cu0.i 
The (Ntl]^__^.Ce;r)2Cu04 sample used for comparison with Tl2Ba2(.'a.2C'ii;jO|() 
was reported in more detail by Sanders et al. [5G]. The transition tempera! ure 
was 21 K as determined by magnetization measurements. The sample itself was a 
grain-aligned epoxy composite, prepared similarly to the Tl2Ba2C'a2^- "3^10 
Since the presence of Nd in the sample gives rise to a large paramagnetic signal, and 
the normal state magnetization did not fit a simple Curie-Weiss law, the supercon­
ducting properties were deduced by subtracting the paramagnetic background. It 
was assumed that the paramagnetic moment of the Nd and Ce ions did not change 
with O2 content, so that the paramagnetic component was the same in the super­
conducting and normal states. This was confirmed experimentally l>y preparing a 
non-superconducting sample with lower O2 content and comparing tlie data above 
7c. so it was also assumed to be true below Tc. The superconducting magnetization 
was then determined by subtraction of the normal state. 
The irreversil)ility line was determined using a dilference criterion of 0.1 meuiu. 
which differs from the curve fitting method for Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu:^0^Q. Log-log fitting 
revealed a power law, with the exponent being 0.28. that is. (J — Tj^ .j./Tc) oc 
The exponent is close to 1/3, as found by Green et al. [G] for Bi-Sr-Ca-(.'u-0 single 
crystals. The upper critical field Hf.2 was determined by fitting the data above T,-,.,. 
and below Tc to a line and extrapolating to M = 0. After considerable cur\'ature 
near Tc, was found to be —0.9 T/K for H \\ c and —1 T/K for H _L c. 
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(Bai_,.Ka)Bi03 
The cubic IITSC used for comparison with the T12Bao( 'a9Cu;^OjQ data was 
a )BiOg sample having a Tc of tlie sample was 28 K as detcriniiicd 
by magnetization measurements. In order to prevent grain-to-grain coupling, the 
sample was mixed with epoxy in the same manner as the (N(l|_.j.C'ej-)2^'"O4 and 
Tl';Ba2( agCuzjO^Q samples. No preferred orientation was obtained, of course, bo-
cause this material is cubic. 
The irreversibility line was defined by using a criterion of FCI — 0.1 
m emu. A log-log fit of (1 — Tj^.y /Tc) vs. f l  was gave a power law (I — Tjj.^. jTc) oc 
yyO.G l jiip exponent being quite close to the value of 2/3 found by Yeslnuuii and 
Malozemoff [5]. The upper critical field Hçf> was determined l)y linearly extrapolating 
the magnetization data Ijclow Tc to M = 0. This resulted in a nearly linear (with 
a slight positive curvature) il^2- with = 0.12 K. Fitting a different region 
nearer to Tc resulted in dllfo/dT = 0.74 K. More detailed analysis of This sample 
will be published by Sanders in his PhD. thesis. The details of the (Ba2_ ,.l\ r 
sample st udied here have not yet been published. 
Bi2Sr2CaCu20;}-
This Bi2Sr2CaCu20;r sample used for comparison with llvBa2(i'a2( 0^Q was 
reported by Shi et al. [100]. The sample was a single crystal prepared by the llnx 
growth method [101] and annealed at 800 °C for seven days in air on a Au sid^strate. 
The crystal was cooled slowly to room temperature after annealing. The dimensions 
of the crystal were 3x0.5x0.1x mm^. The transition temperature was found to be S() 
K by measuring the magnetization of the sample in a S.ll.E. SQIUD magnetometer. 
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^Ir (T) .4 (eV) m 
9.0 0.0G09 1.50 
5.0 0.07S9 1.50 
2.0 0.1134 1..50 
1.0 0.163T 1.50 
0.2 0.4685 1/50 
^||c TD .4 (eV) m 
9.0 0.0306 2.35 
5.0 0.0449 2.37 
2.0 0.0539 1.50 
1.0 0.0620 1.50 
0.5 0.0S17 1.50 
0.2 0.1274 1.50 
Table 3.4: Parameters obtained from Arrlienius Pitting of resistivity dala for 
Bi2Sr2 CaCu^Oj-
In measuring tlie resistivity, a current density of 50 A/cm" was used. Tlie field could 
i)e oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the a — h plane of the crystal. 
In Réf. [100], the resistive transitions in magnetic fields were analyzed using a 
thermally activated resistivity model. The resistivity was j)lotted as In/> vs. l/T. 
which resulted in a linear fit. UQ was found to ol)ey the temperatuie and field 
dependence of 
U o  =  A ( I J ) { i - T / T c f '  . (3.1) 
The parameters found for this sample with both field orientations are given in Table 
3.4, and the dependence of A(JI) on field is shown in Fig. 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17: Fiekl dependence of the parameter A ( 1 I )  obtained from the Arriie 
fitting 
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CHAPTER 4. SINGLE BARRIER RESULTS 
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu;3O|0 
Overview of Results 
This section will be organized as follows. I'iist, standard hysteresis itieasnre-
nients are presented. From these data, the critical current Jc is determined as a 
function of field and temperature using the Beau model. The flux pinning force ])er 
unit volume Fp = |Jc x B| is studied as a function of If and T. Then, general results 
of flux creep measurements will be ]nesented. These will entail I he general features of 
creep measurements, such as time dependence, magnitude of creep (i.e.. 5% change 
in one hour), and the logarithmic creep rate S = clM(<I\ui is also is shown as a 
function of field and temperature. These data are then coml>ined to calculate the 
effective pinning potential in the range where the BLW model a])plics. 
In the analysis it is seen that U^j^jkT is the most relevant parameter for creep, 
and j:/k.T is determined at many fields and temperatures. A method for plotting 
lines of constant U^^jlkT in the H-T plane is presented, which shows that there 
exists a band in the H-T plane where 2 < < 20. and that j-j ' /kT < 2 
over a large portion of the II-T plane. 
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13 (T) AB (T) 
0 0.02 
0.1 0.05 
0.3 0.10 
0.4 0.2 
1.0 0.5 
1.5 0.4 
Table 4.1: Field cycle used in hysteresis measnrements on sample Tl-1. The field 
was stepjjed up with increment A13 until the next B value was reached. 
For the decreasing-lield cycle, read up 
Hysteresis Results 
The behavior of the critical current density Jc throughout the l l-T plane char­
acterizes the flux pinning properties of the sample. Hysteresis measurements were 
performed to find the field and temperature dependence of Jc. which in turn is used 
for calculating the volume flux pinning force and from the HLW model. 
The hysteresis measurements were performed at several temperatures in the 
SQUID magnetometer QDi. The measurement serpieuce normally used was to first 
apply a —2 T field to fully soak the sample with flux, rechice the field to zero, and 
then cycle the field from zero to 2 T back to zero. To reduce field overshoot to values 
less than 0.-1% of the set point field, the field was increased in small increments noted 
in Table 4.1. The initial cycling of the field put the sample into the critical state, so 
only a half-loop was required. 
After the field was set, five scans were recorded at each field to allow instrument 
to set the proper SQUID range for transients to die out. The critical current density 
Jc was determined via use of the Bean model (Eq. 2.JO), llsnally. the fourth scan at 
each field was used, as this was often the first good measurement (as determine*! by 
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Figure -1.1: Je vs. T for HQH = 0.1, 0.25. 0.8, and 1.0 T of Tl-1 {H || C) 
examining the signal printout from the computer) at each field. This conesponded to 
a time of approximately 10 minutes after each field was set. in which Jc has relaxed 
typically by 5%, consequently, any quantity that uses Jc f f and Fp. for example) 
will be underestimated by at least this amount. One possible method of recovering 
the initial value of Jc would be to extrapolate the logarithmic time dependence of 
these measurements back to some convenient reference time such as 1 minute, and 
use these values of M to calculate Jc- However, because there were often only two 
scans that were not clipped, this wa.s not deemed practical, and the underestimated 
values were used as is. 
In order to show the temperature and field dependence of Jc- Jc is plott ed vs. T 
in Fig. 4.1, and vs. H for in Fig. -1.2. with H |] c. The major features of Jc are that 
is approximately exponential in 7', (./(• ~ exp—T/TQ). and that ./( 'is approximately 
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Figure 4.2: Je vs. Il  for T = JO, 15. 20. 35. 50. aiul 78 K of TI-1 {Il  || c) 
exponential in field al low leiiiperatures {T < 35 K). l>ul drops oIT faster iii higher 
temperatures. 
A maximum in Je occurs at non-zero field, vvhicli decreases willi increasing 
temperature. Using dll/dx = (47r/lO)./c. and H = 0 at the center of the sample 
when H = //*, it can be seen that when IIJ {J III dx) — R. II = H*. In TaLle L'2. 
values of II/{dIJ/d:v) at the field of maximum Jc are shown, and since the grain 
T { K )  Jc,max (A/cm") foU* (Ï) t f /(dnidx) (inn) 
10 2.000 xloG 0.225 9.0 
20 8.991 XIOS 0.15 13.4 
35 3.537 xlO'5 0.06 13.5 
50 1.882 xlO^ 0.03 12.7 
Tahle 1.2: Data showing that the field of maximum Jc is the full peixM ration field 
II*. The sample grain size is iU-15 //ni 
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ratlins is 10-15 //in, it can be concluded that Jc is maximizes at 11 = H*. 
Two reasons for the maximum in Jc are that either in the low field region II < 
H*, Bean's model does not apply, or that there is a pinning mechanism that increases 
with field such as the "fishtair" effect [92]. The first reason is probably more likely, 
because Beasley et al. [TO] observed the same effect in Pb-Tl alloys, where t he pinning 
mechanisms are impurities and defects, and not oxygen content. 
These measurements were i^erformed for two field orientations, II || c and II J_ r.  
in order to see the effect of aiiisotropy on Jc. The emphasis in this work, however, is 
for II II c, for two reasons. First, if II || c. then only currents in the (.'u-0 sheets are 
induced, so that the measured Jc is j"^''^, where refers to the critical current 
density in the basal planes when the field is in the c direction. When II ± r, t he 
induced currents will include a contribution from t he ( 'u-0 sheets and .7^""^' 
along the c-axis. making the data harder to interpret. The ot her reason is that a 
slight misalignment in the grains causes B to align with the c axis. This is because 
these grains are usually very thin along the c axis, which causes them to be much 
more sensitive to misalignment, and the anisotropy of the effective mass tensor [102]. 
Figure 4.."3 shows the critical current density as a function of angle, cleaj ly showing 
the effect of misalignment [103]. This effect has been observed in other works as well 
[104]. For these reasons, most of the work was done for the case of H || c. 
To calculate from the II L c data, the approach of Sauerzopf et al. [103] 
JCSOO. , gives Jc by 
where r is the dimension along the c-axis and a is the dimension along the <i axis 
( 1 . 1 )  
(basal plane). If it is assumed t hat ./^. f ta.aa = Jç^''^. then the II || c data can be used 
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Figure 4.3; Angular clepeucleiice of Je in a 7 T field for -1.2. 10, and 00 K (IVoiii 
Roas et ai. Pliys. Rev. Lett. 64, ITU (1990)) 
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in Eq. 4.1. While this assumption is probably not valid [106], the only other method 
is to use several samples of different sizes or to decrease the sample size, which fur 
Tl-1 can't be done. Therefore, it will be assumed that 
and are shown as functions of temperature and field in Fig. 4.4. It 
is easily seen that is always greater than for the field (0.1 T < 11 < 1.0 
T) and temperature (10 < T < -50 K) ranges studied. The current density atiisotropy 
does decrease with increasing field. Further study of 77 ± c data was not pursued, 
however, because of the assumpt ions involved in extracting from the data. 
1'he field dependence of Jc can be seen to be at. least approximately exponential 
in field, Jc ~ exp(—/////g) for T < 35 K. This is a common feature often seen in 
IITS(."'s, both in ceramic samples [107], where it is attributed to the granularity of t he 
samples, and in aligned samples [40], where it is found to be an intrinsic property of 
the sample. Because this sample is composed of single crystals, this means t wo things. 
Either the individual particles are not single grains, or this exponential beha\"ior is 
int rinsic to HTSC's. Single crystals also display exponential field dependence [108]. 
so it would appear that it is intrinsic, and that there exists within HTSC's some 
internal weak-link mechanism. The decrease of Jc with field at higher temperatures 
T > 50 K is due to Ihe highly reversible nature of the 8am])le in this region of t he 
II-T plane. 
At low temperatures (10 K), ~ 10® A/cni~ for B < 1 T. Anisot ropy 
remains as a concern for practical applications of Tl2Ra2Ca2C'u;jO |^q. however, be­
cause it would require some sort of preferred orientation in the sajnple. or the useful 
critical current would be limited by that of the lower orient ation. The tempera! uie 
de|)endence of Jc shows that this material would only be practical [or high-current 
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Figure 4.4: -Je of Tl-1 vs. (a) T for /^qII = 0.1 and 1.0 T: (b) H for T = 15 and -50 
K with both field orientations, with extracted from the data as 
described in the text 
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applications (such as superconducting magnets) at low temjjeral ures. and tlie Held 
dependence, even at low temperatures, makes this sample a poor candidate to re­
place conventional superconductors, such as Nb-Ti. Also, the anisotropy cross-over 
indicates that the flux pinning in this sample is very complicated. 
In order to examine the (lux ])inning characteristics of tliis sample, it is useful plot 
the volume pinning force Fp = |Jc x B| vs. B, as shown in Fig. -1.5. For conveni ional 
superconductors, the resulting curve shows a peak in Fp at either (Nb^Sn) or 
Df.2l2 (Nb-Ti) when in fields near In Fig. 4.5 peaks in Fp are observed, however, 
those peaks occur at fields that are far below Also, the shape of these curves do 
not look anything like the expected field dependencies I — b)^ or b( 1 — h). where 
b is the reduced field BJB^2- This result is not surprising, because B^-o is extremely 
large in this sample, and the reversible region is very wide, so it is impossible to 
have flux ])inning near 8^2- The irreversible transition is the cut-ofF point of Fp 
for this sample [109], and the field at which Fp peaks decreases as the temperature 
is increased, indicating that the pinning in these materials is being modulated by 
Hjj.y(T). Although the field dependence of Fp could not be determined, a [)lot of the 
peak pinning force vs. the field at which the peak occurs reveals a power law scaling. 
Fp^jvax cx (Fig. 4.6), as expected in conventional superconductors [110]. 
Flux Creep Results 
General To study the. time dependence of the magnetization, flux cieep was 
observed in both ZFC and hysteresis measurements over a wide range of temper­
atures  and f ie lds .  The fol lowing discussion wil l  center  on the resul ts  of  the  7 J FC 
measurements, because these data were recorded over a period of 1 hour rather than 
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increases 
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Figure 4.6: Scaling of Fp^max ^max- The straight line is a log-log fit, with 
slope n = 2 
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T (K) (T) fQ^rnax (T) 
10 0.25 > 2 
20 0.15 > 2 
35 0.08 0.8 
50 0.06 0.4 
78 0.02 0.08 
Table 4.3: The region of the H-T plane in which flux creep is logarit liniic in I inie 
throughout the entire measurement 
the five measurements during the hysteresis measurements. There were a few ex­
perimental limitations in these observations. Because of the time required for the 
magnetometer to scan the sample and calculate the magnetization, the first data 
were not recorded until at least two minutes after the field was established. Also, as 
with the hysteresis measurements, it was common that two or three measurements 
were required for the SQUID to set the appropriate range, so that the firsl. usable 
data were often not recorded until approximately five to six minutes after the Ije-
ginning of the measurement (occasionally, an entire sequence of measurements were 
rendered useless by autoranging errors). Therefore, it was impossible to observe any 
initial non-logarithmic flux creep as described in the literature [If 1]. 
Although creep was observed throughout the I I -T plane, the range iji which the 
creep is linear in In t was somewhat limited. In low temperatures T < 20 K and all 
f ie lds  H* < H < 2T,  the t ime dependence of  the creep was logari thmic,  but  a t  T > 
35 there existed a field above which the creep becomes non-logarithmic at longer 
times. It is useful to discuss each of these effects separately. The logarilhmic flux 
creep "envelope*" is shown in Table 1.3. where the field flma v is the largest field at 
I hat temperature where the creep is still logaritlimic. 
An example of logarithmic fiux creep is shown in Fig. 1.7, which is a ZFC creep 
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n)ea,surenient at T = 20 K and in an external field of /.iqH = 0.15 T. In this mea­
surement. the first two scans had autoranging errors, giving an initial "dead" time 
of 5.3 minutes. By extrapolating back to at ( = 1 ruin, (this is the t.ime to which 
all measiu'ements were referenced) it was found that the initial magnetization was 
-286.72 men m (-602.82 G). If extrapolated out to a total time of one hour, the mag­
netization has decayed to 86% of the initial value (-216.25 memu). The creep rate S 
was 9.883 memu (20.78 G), and the change in magnetization in one decade of time. 
(IM/dhif X In 10 = 2.303 x S\ was 17.8 G per decade. Now, {l/2)Aàf = 2UU.n G at 
this temperature and field, so it would take approximately 6.3 decades of time ( K/' 
minutes, which is approximately 3.5 years) for the current to decay away and the 
sample to reach the reversible equilibrium state. This is a long time, so even though 
the creep rate is quite strong, the metastable state is in fact C[i.iite stable. 
Outside of the logarithmic region, the creep look on a different character. Figure 
4.8 shows three different measurements at T — 7S K. the lields being 0.04 T. 0.08 1, 
and 0.2 T. The 0.04 T data is logarithmic in time throughout the entire measurement 
after the first three readings, but the higher field data are logarithmic in time only 
for about 20 minutes, after which the data bend away, decaying at a much slower 
rate which appears to be exponential at long times. Exponential behavior is shown 
in Fig. 4.9, where the field was 0.4 T. For 78 K, creep as seen in Fig. 4.8(b) was 
observed for all fields greater than 0.06 T. 
For high temperature (78 K) measurements, the amount of change in the mag­
netization is much less than in Fig. 4.7. The 0.04 T data decayed 6.3% in one hour 
(slightly less than half that of the low temperature measurement), while the O.OS 
T decayed 2.9%. and the 0.2 T data decayed IA% in the same time. S was much 
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Figure 4.7; Low temperature flux creep measurement at 20 K and 0.15 T. wUli 
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smaller at this temperature, being 0.5870 memu for 0.04 T, 0.217 nicmu for 0.08 T. 
and 0.0803 memu for 0.2 T. In the cases of non-logarithmic creep. S is calculated 
from the initial, logarithmic data. 
The flux creep measurements typically showed three kinds of time dependence, 
which are shown in Fig. 4.8. The data in the region 0 is usually observed at low 
fields 0 < // < //*, and is due to either the sample not being fully penetrated with 
flux (although in Fig. 4.8(a), this is not the case) or ambiguity in defining the time 
origin (which is uncertain by api)roximatcly 15 seconds), which affects the first few 
measurements but not the later ones. Data in region 1 are describetl well by the 
BLW model, and comprise the majority of the creep observed in this study. At high 
temperatures and fields, data was observed in region 2. Here, the BLW model does 
not describe the time dependence, and al long times (he time dependence is closer 
to e~^ than In/, as shown in Fig. 4.9. This exponential dependence is due to the 
effect ive pinning I>arrier being so low that vortices are able to diffuse l)acUwards as 
well as forwards [112]. 
Creep Rates The attention will now turn to the creep rate as functions of 
temperature and field. The exist ence of three different regimes of flux creep lieliavior 
in ZFC measurements is established: onset of creep at low fields, a sharp peak in the 
creei> rate S at intermediate fields, followed by saturation and/or gentle tlrop-off at 
higher fields. These three regimes are clearly seen in the data for T — 20 K. The 
creep measurements are shown in Fig. 4.10. and S vs. T is shown in Fig. 4.11. 
For very low fields (^iqH < 0.06 T). little if any creep was observed, which implies 
that few if any vortices are in the sample, that is. II < //<•.[. It is very tempt ing to 
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Figure -l.S: High teinperal lue flux creep measurement at 78 K with (a) /'()// = 0.0 I 
T ,  (b)  0 .08 T,  aucl  (c)  0 .2  T.  with H | |  c 
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Figure 4.9; Creep measurement at 78 K and 0.4 T showing the initial logarithmic 
creep followed by exponential decay at long times 
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Figure 4.11: Flux creep rate of Tl-1 at T = 20 K 
identify the field for which flux creep first occurs as . hut as II^.^ is extremely 
difficult to determine, this field will be referred to as H , that is, the field for which 
flux first enters the sample ("fe" —> flux entry). 
Above I I fç .  S  increases rapidly to a maximum near 0.25 T, followed by mono-
tonic, nonlinear decrease with increasing field. This peak is probably associated wit h 
the arrival of the Bean flux front at the center of the sample, however, it does not 
occur at ff*, which at 20 K was 0.15 T. At 0.25 T. the value of HI {dll I dx) is 27.7 
/au, which is nearly three times the radius, so the sample is fully penetrated with 
flux before this peak. Also, derivations of the field dependence of S by expanding 
the Bean model to account for a field-dependent Jc [84] [85] usually result in a |)ower 
law dependence of S on II, such as 6' oc II" [85]. or S oc 11^ — 11'^,^ [84]. The data 
diverge from the fit when II > H*, and in Ref. [84]. this occurs at fields below t he 
quadratic fit 
cubic fit 
log-log fit 
2.5-
1.5-
0.5-
H(T) 
Figure 4.12: Low field creep rate at 20 K; the curves are attempts to fit to the 
models as discussed in the text 
peak. 
Attempts to determine the low-field dependence for the 20 K data are shown in 
Fig. 4.12. Here, the applied fields have been corrected for demagnetization effects 
by assuming a spherical sample and using the formula H = Ho — A 4xiU. where 
the demagnetization factor N for a sphere is 1/3. The cubic dejjendence of Hef. 
[84] appears to describe the data. best. This model also gives H(.[ as the field for 
whicli creep first occurs. Defining in this way, at 20 K, /'O^A-l ~ - (The 
cubic field dependence was also observed at 10 K, giving = TImT.) I he 
divergence of the data from the cubic fit occurs at approximately 0.15 T. which is 
very close to the hysteresis peak field. The log-log fit in Fig. 4.12 was done to find 
the "best" power law. However, this does not describe the very low field Ijeha vior. as 
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Figure 4.13: Creep rate vs. H for 10 K, 35 K, 50 K, and 78 K 
the log-log fit goes to zero ai  H = 0,  and not at if > 0 as observed. The quadratic 
fit of Ref. [85] is clearly seen not to fit the data. The conclusion of the matter here 
is that S peaks at H > H*, making the determination of H* from tliis sort of plot a 
nontrivial problem, and that the model of Yeshurun et al. [84] is the most useful for 
describing the low-field behavior of this sample. 
At high fields, S either saturates or falls much more slowly than near the peak. 
The creep rate will now reflect the dependence of Jc and on field, and will 
not be afl!ected by incomplete flux penetration. Figure 4.11 would indicate that for 
fiQlJ > 0.8T, Jc{H)/U^jrjr(H) = ^OS(H)/(rkT) is very weakly dependent on field, 
or equivalently, Jc and y have roughly the same field dependence. 
Maxima occur iji plots of both S vs. H and S vs. T,  which are shown in Fig. 4.13 
and 4.14. An H-T diagram can be constructed from the resulting field-tcmpcrature 
( I 
T(K) 
Figure 4.14: Flux creep rate vs. T for 0.1 T, 0.25 T, and 1.0 T 
points, and is shown in Fig. 4.15, along with ff* as determined from the maxima in 
Jc- The error bars in field for the Jc and S vs. If methods are t\q)ic-ally less than 
250 Oe, while for the S vs. T method, the error bars in temperature are less than 
2.5 K. While the different curves are not within error bars of each other, they do 
not differ greatly, so taking H* from the peak in Jc, S vs. //, or S vs. T is certainly 
reasonable. From now on, H* will be defined as the peak field in Jc vs. H, because 
Hf(dHldx) at the peak is close to the grain radius. 
Single Barrier Potential To determine y, the creep rates 5' were com­
bined with the hysteresis data in Eq. 2.23. It is more convenient to use Eq. 2.10 to 
replace rJc with AM, which gives the result 
( IM AM k'T 
S  
d  In t  IL e f f  
(4.J ) 
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Figure 4.15: Full penetration field H* determined by hysteresis niea,sureinents along 
with the peak fields of the S vs. T and S vs. H plots 
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Here, the symbol ^'^ff is introduced to coiitra,st the potential calculated from E<|. 
4.2 with the potential shown in Fig. 2.3. f is a parameter obtained from creep 
data which gives the slope dU{x)/(lx that gives the measured creep rate S, as shown 
in Fig. 2.5. f'^ff would be the same as only if the true driving potential is linear 
in ./. Eq. 1.2 could also be used for a single sample or a sample coin])osed of grains 
of all the same size, and was used exclusively to calculate (and j- j-jkT) from 
the creep data. 
Inserting measured values of AM and S into Eq. 4.2 often gives unreasonable 
values of j-j-fk-T in regions where the BLVV model sliould not apply. For example, 
measurements for II < II*, esjiecially at low temperatures (10 and 20 I\), usually 
gave l'çff of approximately a f<nv eV. which were 2 orders of magnitude larger than 
(he results of measurements for H > II*. In order to determine wlietlier this was 
due to the measurement method, the creep in the hysteresis measurements were also 
analyzed. During the hysteresis measurements, only four or five measurements were 
taken at each Held during, making it difficult to determine if the creep was actually 
logarithmic in time. The creep rates agreed well betweeji the hysteresis and ZF(.' 
measurements, however, so this was not deemed to be a problem. In general, fi did 
tend to be larger for the hysteresis case, resulting in smaller f f by 10 to 20 %. 
Another method employed was to first apply a —2 T field, rather than starting from 
zero, followed by the field at which creep was to be observed. The comparison of the 
measurements are shown in Fig. 4.10. and it can be easily seen that the results agree 
within 20% (or less) as long as II > II*. The differences here are in S. as the same 
AM is used for each calculation. 
When I I  < II*,  the results were seen to be d<-pendeiit on the method, which 
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Figure 4.1G: j jrvs. field. T = 20 K. for t he three mea-surruieut inctliods 
means that this simple creep model can not be used to analyze data for I I  < H*.  
This is a reasonable conclusion, because Rq. 4.2 was derived by assuming that the 
sample is fully in the critical state. This is not the case when H < H* during a 
ZFC' measurement, so these results (in fact, most low field ZFC results) sliould be 
disregarded. The fact that calculated from the hysteresis and initial —2 T 
application results do not agree indicates that it is extremely dilficult to apply this 
model to any low field H < U* data, regardless of field history. Therefore, the oidy 
data  from which meaningful  resul ts  can be extracted is  data  a t  high f ie lds  I I  > II*.  
Given the approximate nature of t'g /"/' calculated from E(|. 4.2. the 10 to 
20 % variation is not significant. Therefore, the ZFC data is used in all discussions 
to follow. The ZFC data are considered to be most relial^le because more data were 
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Figure 4.17: ^ 50 K and 78 K, with the fits to an inverse field law 
shown 
taken at each field than during hysteresis measurements. This larger amount of data 
establishes the creep behavior much more accurately than from the hysteresis data. 
The —2 T field biasing data are used only for comparison, as the initial sweep through 
this large field subjected the sample to a field gradient of « 40 G, which may influence 
the later behavior of the sample. 
At low temperatures (especially 10 and 20 K), t-'eff varies slowly with field, and 
the dependence is qualitatively linear (Fig. 4.16, but at higher temperatures, the field 
dependence is much stronger. In Fig. 4.17, j is plotted vs. at T = 50 and 78 K. 
The curves are fits to an inverse field behavior, that is, ~ AJB. Here, the fields 
are  corrected for  demagnet izat ion effects ,  us ing a  spherical  demagnet izat ion factor  (  N 
= 1/3) (because the grains are all of different sizes and the exact dimensions are not 
known, a more accurate determination of N was not possible). Also, the exact value 
of H was seen to be of lesser importance, because ff can also be fit to If Ha, wliicli 
is probably due to the low value of the niagnetizatiou(< ^iO'/oscreening), even in low 
fields. Tinkhain [90] has shown that if thermal activation occurs within a volume 
of then oc as seen here. This effect appears only at higher 
temperatures (50 and 78 K), where Jc < 10^ A/cm", so this field dependence would 
appear to hold only if the pinning is weak < 10). In fact. I he data shown 
in Fig. 4.17 extend out into tJie region where tlie creep becomes non-logarithmic, 
where < 2, and the creep model may not apply well here, as will now be 
discussed. 
The low-field limit of applicabilily of Eq. 4.2 is H*. There also exists a high-
field, higJi-temperature limit, governed by the onset of thermally ac( i\"ated flux flow 
(TAFF), where the rate of back diffusion of vortices is comparable to the rale of 
forward diffusion. By applying Ec[. 4.2 to the data in Fig. 4.8, U^^^i'IkT = 4.2 for 
0.04 T, U^.ff/kT = 2.35 for 0.08 T, and U^ffjkT = 0.05 for 0.2 T. A very general 
result for this sample is that the sharp deviation from logarithmic beha\ ior is s<^en to 
occur when f/kT % 2, so that the data in Table 4.3 mark out the region of the 
H-T plane where (J^j-j/kT = 2. This transition is not a sharp one (the creep is not 
exactly linear when j^/kT = 4. for example), but this very sharp deviat ion always 
occurs when C^jf/kT % 2 and not before. The creep model predicts logarithmic 
behavior, so it stands to reason that it should not be a.])plied to data where the creep 
is non-logarithmic. 
This discussion has established that there exists in t he I I -T plane a limited region 
of applicability for the creep model. This region is bounded at low temperatures ami 
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Figure 4.18; The region of the H-T plane in which the creep model applies 
low fields by the full penetration field //*(T) and at high temperatures and high 
fields by a line of constant U^.j-^lkT = 2. This region is shown in Fig. I.IS. and it 
can be seen that much of the II-T plane lies outside of this region. The cree;) model 
can therefore only be a])j>lied to a relatively iiarrow part of the Il-T plane. 
Phase Diagram One of the goals of this work was to establish t lie beha\-ior 
of U^.jrjrlkT in the H-T plane. In Fig. 4.19, I'^ff and U^ j-j-fh-T are both plotted 
vs. field for T = 10 and 20 K, and wliile Uç f f is nearly equal at both temperatures. 
f\ ff/kT is much larger at 10 K. This could explain why Jc (Fig. 4.1) and the fhtx 
pinning force Fp (Fig. 4.5) are greater at 10 K than at 20 K. Therefore. f'(. ff/kT 
is  more meaningful  a,s  a  parameter  than f f  -  and the behavior  of  f  
H-T plane can be seen from the following H-T phase diagram method. This is an 
(b) 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
H(T) 
Figure 1.19: (a.) f - ' f  f f  vs. 11 (b) vs. I I  at T = 10 K and 20 K. Note I liai 
while j -  j -  is nearly the same for each temperature. f  f /kl' is iiuk Ii 
larger at iO K 
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Figure 4.20: U^j^jr/kT vs. T for several fields (shown) 
important distinction, becaits*? much attention is paid to the actual value of iit 
the literature (for example. Ref. [73]). 
In order to study tlie behavior of j-ffy'T in the H-T plane, it is desired to 
find curves for which U^.jy/kT is constant. It has already been shown that I.lie uj>per 
bound for applying the creep model is a fme of consian! U^jflkT. in this case a line 
where U^ j-j-fkT = 2. To do this, U^.j:j:/kT was i)lotted vs. temperature (Fig. -1.20). 
and by (visually) fitting a curve to the data in Fig. 1.20 and finding the intersection 
points of these curves with certain values of fjkT (i.e.. U^.j-j-lkT = 10). a line 
of  constant  U^^j -^ /kT can be found.  These curves can then be plot ted in  the I I -T 
])lane. as seen in Fig. 4;21. 
These lines of constant j -  j - /kT characterize the flux creep in the I I -T plane. 
Several observations can be made. First, the curvalure ((|ualitatively. the shape) of 
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Figure 4.21: H-T plicose diagram, showing the irrevrrsil)ili(y transition, linos uf con­
s t a n t .  f ' g  j -  f  j k T  ( 5  <  I '  j : / k - T  <  2 U ) .  a n d  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c u r v e s  I I * ( T )  
and the iiou-logarithniic transition [I'^ fj-lkT = 2) 
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the lilies is (he same a-s that of tlie ii-reversibility transition. Because it has already 
been seen that Fp is cut off at it is reasonable to expect that a <|uaiitity 
that is related to flux pinning should follow the same trend as Also, the 
behavior of Jc as a function of field and temperature is reflected in this diagram. If 
the temperature is fixed at a low temperature (i.e.. 10 K) and the field is increased. 
jr/kT does not change much. As shown in Fig. 4.1, Jc drops a factor of -3.8 at 
this temperature between Hni and 1.9 T. If the field is held fixed at some field (i.e.. 
1.0 T) and the temperature is increased, f fl^'T falls rapidly from 20 (T=10 K) to 
'2 (ï=35 K): in Fig. 4.1. Jc falls about two orders of magnitude in this temperature 
interval. 
The phase diagram approach shows that the creep model gives very meaningful 
results if applied within the proper region of the H-T plane, even though this is the 
simplest model for creep. This method also gives an interpretation of t he irreversibil­
ity line, which by virt ue of the shape of the line of constant would also 
appear to a line of constant U^^-jlkT. Here, it would lie expected that C^.j-j /kT 
= 1, for in this case, the thermal energy would be equal to the well d<"ptli. which 
would effectively de-pin the vortices and allow the sam[)le to become thermodynam-
ically reversible, meaning that the irreversibility line is a flux-line lattice melting or 
depinning transition. 
Technical Difficulties One technical difficulty in observing flux creep was 
discovered early on in this study. The scanning length used in early measurements 
was 9.0 cm. which was based on the default numl)er of steps (128) and lengt li of each 
step (0.07 cm) as programmed by Quantum Design. However, it was found that over 
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Figure 4.22; Coniparisou of flux creep measurements at 78 K and 0.4 T with 3.5 cm 
and 9.0 cm scan lengths, with H ± c 
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this length, the magnetic field varies l)y 8.6% from the enclpoints of the scan, whereas 
by limiting the scan length to 3.5 cm (the minimum length that the software used i;)y 
QDl can reliably calculate the magnetization), the field varies only by 0.2%. This 
difference had quite a striking effect on the behavior of flux creep, as can be seen in 
Fig. 4.22. in which two different creep measurements, botii at 78 K and 0.2 T. are 
compared (here, H _L c). The 9 cm scan data are extremely linear in In /. whereas 
the 3.5 cm data are initially logarithmic, followed by exponential decay, as in I'ig. 
4.8. For a 9 cm scan, the sample is initially located in a field that is 8.6% lower than 
at the center. The magnetization of the sample will therefore l)e larger (if 11 > II*) 
for the 9 cm scan than the 3.5 cm scan, as shown in Fig. 4.22. Logaritlimic "creep" is 
observed all the way up to 2.0 T, even though the sample becomes reversible around 
0.8 T. It appears that this "creej)" is due only (o the field gradient. an<l not aitything 
unic|uely related to the sample. This is a general result seen in all measurements for 
r  =  7 8  K  a n d  / / g f i  >  0 . 2  T ,  w i t h  H  ±  c .  
To explain this effect, consider that during each scan, the sample is swept tlirougli 
the field gradient four times. Subjecting a sample that exhibits any hysteresis to such 
treatment will have the effect of cycling the field through a minor hysteresis loop 
between the central field and the initial field, which is S.6%i below the central field. 
Such a cycle is shown in Fig. 4.23(a). For the first scan of a measurement sequence, 
the cycle is: a —> b —>• c —>• d for the upstroke, and d —> a —b —> c —+ d for the 
downstroke. This leaves the sample in the state at d. that is. on the reverse-field side 
of the hysteresis curve after each scan. For all subsec(uenl scans, the cycle followed 
is the same as that of the downstroke. 
Each scan took approximately 57 seconds to complete. The upstroke was stepped 
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Figure 4.23: EfFerts of a field gradient (a) Cycle followed for a sample scaiiiiod in 
a field gradient: (h) Time dependence of the field seen In- the sample: 
(c) Time dependence of the magnetization corresponding to the lield 
above 
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(T) A(/'QM) (T) 
3.5 cm 9.0 cm 
0.5 0.001 0.043 
1.0 0.002 0.086 
1.5 0.003 0.129 
2.0 0.004 0.172 
Table 4.1; Magiietizat ion cliiFerences assuming the Meissner slope between hystere­
sis curves for 3.5 cm and 9.0 cm scanning lengths 
with a 0.035 cm interval, with 20 readings of the SQUID voltage at each step, while 
the clownstroke wag a continuous motion, so the time for the upstroke was 52 seconds 
and the clownstroke 5 seconds. This results in a time-dependent field experienced by 
the sample. This is shown in Fig. 4.23(b), and the resulting time dependence of the 
magnetization is shown in Fig. 4.23(c). 
To quantify the effect shown in Fig. 4.23. assume tliat while traversing from 
the lower to upper branch of the hysteresis  cur^e.  \dMldH\ = 1/(4 t) ,  so -IzAM = 
AH = gff, where g is the field variation. Table 4.4 shows these numbers for 0.5. 1, 
1.5. and 2.0 T, and it is very apparent that the effect is much, much stronger for the 
9 cm scan. Even if dMfdll is only a fraction of 1/(4%), the 9 cm scan would still 
subject the sample to a large variation in M during each scan. 
It can be easily seen that any appreciable field gradient will cause problems, 
especially in samples that have field-dependent hysteresis curves. Also, samples that 
exhibit large hysteresis will be affected more adversely than those with little hystere­
sis, meaning that measurements on strong-pinning superconductors are imicli more 
likely to suffer from these effects. As a result, all measurements were confined to 
scan lengths in which field gradients were minimized whenever nieasui-iiig a sample 
that exhibits hysteresis (meaning any superconductor of interest here). For QDl. 3.5 
cm has Ijecome the standard scan length, wliile for QD2, any length 3 cm or less is 
acceptable. 
A second difficulty was with the temperature controller for QDL which often 
made lower temperature measurements difficult, because it was not uncommon for 
tiie temperature to become unstable for temperatures less than 10 K. This is due to 
the percentage criterion for temperature stal)ility. This means that if the temperature 
drifts by 10 mK at 10 K (AT/T = .001), the temperature is considered unstal)le. 
while the same variation at 20 K is considered stable. For this reason, none of tiie 
data in this study were taken in this region. Also, there were troul)les with the cooling 
mechanism, which resultetl in large temperature overshoots. 
Nb-Ti 
Overview 
As with the Tl^UagCa^Cu^iiOjQ results, the Nb-Ti results will be presented 
in the same order: hysteresis, creep measurements, and analysis using the single 
barrier model. However, only one measurement method is used here, that being 
creep observed during hysteresis measurements, so there will not be any discussion 
as to the importance of field history. The sample studied was Nb-Ti-1. as described 
earlier. Because this sample is a classical superconductor, there will be more emphasis 
placed on comparing these results to those of Beasley et al. [TO] on Pb-Tl alloys. 
Hysteresis Results 
To estal)lish the field and temperature dependence o\' Jc for Nb-Ti-1, hysteresis 
measurements were ))erformed using QI)2 at -1.5. 3. G. 7. 7.3. 8. and 8.5 K, with 
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Figure 4.24; Magnetization curves of Nb-Ti-i at -5. 6. 7. and S K 
field intervals of 0.5 T. As in the Tl'jBa-jC'a^Cu^Oiy measurements, tiie sample was 
first soaked with fltix by applying the field cycle 0 —5.5T 0. followed hy the 
hysteresis loo]). At each field, either 10 or 20 scans were recorded, which gave enough 
data to reliably observe creep. The scan length was limited to 2 cm. limiting the field 
variation to 0.005 %. and the moment was calculated from the (.lata using I he iterative 
regression algorithm. This scan length was less than that for Tl2Ba2( "3^ 10 
because a 4 cm length was found to adversely affect the measurements, which will be 
discussed in detail at the end of this section. The sample was carefully centered to 
prevent s]>urious values of the magnetization resulting from poor centering and drill 
in the SQUID detector. Low fields // < H* were avoided, as time constraints and 
the questionable value of low field data made them impractical. 
To calculate ./<- from the hysteresis data. E([. 2.10 was used as before, using 
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Figure -1.25: J e  vs. H  of Nb-Ti-l at 1.5. 5, 6. 7, 7.5. and S K 
the filauieiit radius of 20 /t.Because the filaments should be decoupled from ea<-ii 
other in high fields, the total current in the sample is the sum of the currents in 
each filament. The magnetization curves are shown in Fig. 4.21, and (1!) are 
shown in Fig. 4.25. The current densities at low temperature are well within the 
requirements for high-current a.])plications, being 5.6 x 1(J'^ A/cni" at 4.5 K and 
1.0 T, and Jc falls oidy by a factor of three at 5 T. As a comparison. Finnemore 
et al. [63] found that at 4.2 K and 1.0 T for a NbySn sample specially prepared 
for high current capability, Jc ~ 10^ A/cm", with similar field dependence. The 
reduced temjjerature here is ^ = 4.5/0.4 = 0. IS. For Tlv0avC'av( 'njQ, ( he closest 
temperature that corresponds to this is would be 50 K, where Jc falls from 1.88 x 10 ' 
A/cm" at 0.04 T to L IS x 10" A/cm" at 1.9 T. which is a drop of three orders of 
magnitude. This sample (Nb-Ti-l ) qualifies as a typical high pinning sii|)ercondnc1or. 
as would be expected for a conjinerciaJly available wire. 
The field dependence of Jc was found to obey (i — 6)", where b = BfD,.-) is 
the reduced field, and was approximately the same at each temperature. At low 
temperature (4.5 K and 5 K), this field dependence broke down at high fields (i? ~ 4 
T), I.>ut at higher temperatures all of the data for H > H* are well desciibed by 
this fit. The low-field deviations are due to using the Bean model. Jc = 
when II  < //*, which is probably not valid (the maximum in Jc at non-zero field is 
1/2 
not a "fishtair' effect due to incom])lete oxygenation). In Fig. 4.26. Jc is plotted 
vs. reduced field h = D/Bf.2- showing linear behavior. (T) was calculated from 
11.6(1 — as found earlier. 
The volume flux ])inniug force Fp = |Jc x B| was determined for each tem|)er-
ature. The upper critical field could be reliably determined, so it was [possible to 
determine the field dependence of Fp. In Fig. 4.27, Fp is plotted vs. field, showing 
that as the temperature is increased, both the maxinuim pinning force decreases ami 
the peak in Fp moves to lower field. By scaling the data to their maximum values 
[Fp/Fp,,)>nx) and plotting this vs. the reduced field h = as in Fig. 4.28. it 
can be seen that the data follow the same field dependence, peaking at the same 
reduced field b = 1/3 for each temperature. The field dependence for these data was 
found to be closest to 6(1 — /))-, as shown for the 6 K data in Fig. 4.2!). This is a 
reasonable result ,  given the defini t ion of  Fp — JcB and that  Jc  oc (1 — b]^.  
The usual field dependence expected for Nb-Ti is 6( 1 — b] [il3] rallier than 
b{ 1 — 6") as observed here. The usual field dependence for Nb;jSnis Fp oc />'/-( 1 —/»)" 
[1J0] [11 J]. However. Fietz and Webb [§1] found a scaling law in Nb-Ti alloys in which 
the ])eak |)iiming force P'p.maiV is found to occur at the same reduced field regardless 
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Figure 4.27: Volume flux pinning force Fp vs. field for 4.5 K < J < S.o K 
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Figure 1.28: Normalized volume flux pinning force FpIFpjuaa- vs. reduced fiel,! for 
4.-5 iv < T < 8.5 K, showing a common field dependence 
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Figure 4.29: Flux pinning force at 6 K. with tlie fickl dependence h( 1 — h)~ sliou ii 
of temperature, as seen in Fig. 1.2S. The scaling law is given as 
Fp = [B ,.2( T ] r  m .  ( 1 . ; î )  
where f ( b )  is a function only of tlie reduced held b  — and i i  ranges from 2 to 3. 
According to Kramer [110]. f { b )  is determined by the sample microstrucl ure resulting 
from the processing conditions, so that samples of the same material can obey t he 
same scaling law yet have different field dependencies. For Nb-Ti. a very common 
value for the exponent in Eq. 4.3 is n = 2.5 [81]. To determine n. it is necessary to 
plot Fp,max vs. Bç2{T) on a log-log scale, which is shown in Fig. 4.30. Tlie maximum 
measured values of Fp were used at each temperature, and B^oCT) is cah-ulatorl from 
Bf.2 = 14.G(1 — t-). The slope of the resulting straight line is 2.51 ± 0.01. whirl) is 
very much in line with t he findings of Fietz and Webl). Therefore, alt liough t he Held 
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Figure 4.30: Peak pinning force Fj)^maa- vs. Bç2{T), showing a power law scaling 
with exponent 2.5 
dependence of Fp is not the same as other Nb-Ti samples, the scaling of Fp witli 
is. This scaling behavior is also similar to the low temperature {T < 33 K) power 
law observed in Tl^Ba^Ca^CugO^Q. although the exponent was n = 2 and the field 
was scaled to something other than (Fig. 4.C). 
An irreversibility transition was observed in Nb-Ti-1, by extrapolating to = 0 
1(2 . 
using the Jc fitting. In Fig. 4.26, the fits do not extrapolate quite to 6 = 1, so 
the irreversiljilit.y transition was defined by multiplying the reduced field at which 
Jc = 0 by i?p2 at each temperature as determined by the parabolic fit to i?c2- ^ 
of determined this way is shown in Fig. 4.31. The transition is quite narrow, 
where a typical value for AT = T{B^2) — ~ 0.2 K. This "transition" may 
not even be a true irreversibility transition, but may be due to using the ])arabolic fit 
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Figure 4.31: Irreversibility transition of Nb-Ti-1, along with 
for 13^2 (which varies from the data by approximately 4%). It can be seen, however, 
that any reversible region of the H-T plane is very small. Irreversibility transitions 
0.5 K to 1 K wide in Nb-Ti and Nb^Sn have been observed by Suenaga et al. [li-î]. 
so while the reversible regions in conventional superconductors are not as wide as in 
trrSC's, they do exist. 
Flux Creep Results 
Creep Measurements and Rates Creep measurements were taken during 
the hysteresis measurements, with either 10 or 20 measurements were taken at each 
fiekl. ZFC measurements were not performed due to time constraints on the usage of 
QI)2 and because it has already been shown that as long us H > H*, the results of the 
creep measurements are independent of field history. Also, this was the measurement 
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nietliod used 1)y BLW. 
Because Nb-Ti is a conveiitioiial supeicoiiductor. it was expected that the creep 
effect would be much smaller than in TlgBaoCagCugOjQ, resulting in smaller changes 
in il/, making the determination of S somewhat less certain. In Fig. 4.32. creej) 
measurements at 4.5 K and 4.0 T are shown for both increasing and decreasing field 
histories. These data have more scatter than values observed in Tl^Ba^C agCu^^OjQ. 
but the logarithmic trend can still be clearly seen. Also found was that the cieep 
rates are very small. The change in the magnetization per decade of time is about 
C.3 G per decade for the incrr*asing field measurement, and 3.9 C |)er decade lor (he 
decreasing field meafiurement. Here. (l/2)ùiU = 204 C. so (taking the aveiage of 
these two rates) 50 clecades of time (10"'^ minutes) would be retftiired for the current 
to decay away and the sample to reach the equilibrium reversible state. This is much 
longer than in the case of Tl^Ba^(-a^( u;^0[g at 0.15 T and 20 K (in fact. Iliis is 
10'^" ages of the universe, assuming the uni-verse is 20 l>illion years old), showing iiow 
much weaker the creep effect is in Nb-Ti. 
The creep rates do not appear to have the same characteristics wlien |)loll<'d 
vs. field a.s in the case of Tl^Ba^CagCu^^O^Q. as can be seen by com|)aring Fig. 
4.11 to Fig. 4.33. Because the data were taken during hysteresis measurements, 
no incomplete penetration effects were observed, as in TloBa^C^aoCu;^G j Q. Also, 
the behavior of S vs. H changed with increasing temperature. At low tem|)erature 
(4.5 K), the creep rate starts at minimum near 11* (which is appro.ximalely 1.25 
T), followed by a. slow rise with field up to 5 T. as shown in Fig. 4.33(a). As the 
temperature increases, the creep rate tends to l.)ecome relatively constant wilh field 
(Fig. 4.33(b)). and as T —> Tc~ tlie creep rate is largest at zero field, and falls off (o 
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Figure 4.32: (^reep measurement on Nb-Ti-1 at 4.5 K and 4.0 Ï with measurement s 
for both increasing and decreasing field histories shown 
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Figure 1.33: S vs. II  for Nb-Ti-1 at T = (a) 1.-3 K. (I)) 6.0 K. (c) S.-l K 
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zero as H —> HçO- No peak in S near is observed, in contrast to the observations 
of Beasley et al. This is probal:)ly due to the fact that k is much iargci- for Nij-Ti 
(~ 40, which is more comijarable to Tl^Ba^Ca^CuyO^g than to Pb-Tl) than the 
PlvTl alloys studied by Beasley et al. 
Single Barrier Model Analysis In analyzing the data with E(|. 4.2. the 
average creep rate X | 6'_|_ | + | 5'_ |)/2 is used, as in Ilef. [70]. This could be done 
for this sam|)le. as 0p])0sed to Tig B a g Cao Cn 0 Q. where no reliable decreasiiig-
field creep data were available. The field interval of 0.5 T was too coarse for an 
accurate determination of //*, so H* could only be estimated from the peaks in the 
magnetization curves. Values of II* ranged from around 1.5 T at 1.5 K to less than 
0.5 T at 8.5 K. The calculation of was limited to fields above IJ*. 
The pinning barrier is plotted as a function of field and temperature in I'lg. 
4.34. The values of are not extremely large, ranging anywhere from 0 (at //(-v) 
to 90 meV. These values are of tiie same order as found in TlvB^vC'aoCuyOjQ. 
but because the data for Nb-Ti were taken at much lower lemperatures thaii foi-
TlgBag('«2Cu:^0]Q, U^jjrfkT is larger by a factor of 5 for Nb-Ti. Beasley et al. 
found ff to be of order 1 eV for Pb-Tl alloys, which have a relatively low h. If 
it is assumed that ^y oc ^ [90], and for NI)-Ti, ^ = 50/1, and for Pb-Tl alloys. 
^ ^ 500.4, then 
ff,„(Nb.Ti) ((N,.Ti) 
r,Y/-(PI)-Tl) Pb-Tl) • ' ^ ' 
and the factor of 10 difference in ^^-ff between the two materials is very reasonal)le. 
While ^^ is not especially large. f f is more than large enough to guaranl.<>e 
that jy/k-T 1. i.e.. at 5 K and 5 T. = -1 meV. so U j- j: / kT = 18.7 I. 
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Figure 4.34: f>/"/ and (b) temperature for Nb-ïi-1 
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Figure 4.35; Creep model parameter V'X as a function of reduced field for tlie leui-
Ijeratures shown 
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Figure 4.-36: Piiming .length X vs. H for llie temperatxires shown 
From Eq. 2.24. the parameter T'A' can be calculated from the creep rates. 'J'his 
parameter is the product of the activation volume V and the ])inniiig length .V. The 
V A' data are shown in Fig. 4.35. These values of VA' are a factor of from 1U~'* to 
10~'^ smaller than found by Beasley el al.. which again is due to the shorter coin rence 
length of Nb-Ti (a typical factor would be (^(Nb-Ti)/^(Pb-Tl)'^ = 10""'^). V A' also 
decreases with decreasing temperature, as found by Beasley et al. 
Within Tiukham's model, V' = where oq = so A" may be 
estimated from these data. Although the data are noisy, it is apparent from Fig. 
4,31 that f\-ff is a non-linear, decreasing function of B, so Tinkham's model will be 
assumed to hold t rue.  Dividing VA' in Fig.4.35 by V as  defined above gives . \ ' (B,T).  
which is shown in Fig. 4.36. lu calculating the activation volume. ^ (7 ) was calculated 
using the parabolic fit for Ilf-o = 11.6(1 — /-) (T) and the CIL expression tor II, 
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Inspection of Fig. 4.-36 shows that A' increases both as a function of temperature and 
field. The data for fields very near to H^.2 not shown, as in these cases. A becanic 
very large (several /tin). In fact, these data may be soniewliat (lueslionable, as near 
//^2" becomes comparable to the diameter of the filaments (40 (im). 
The pinning length A is also the geometric width of the pinning barrier. A 
increases with both field and temperature, meaning that the potential barrier is 
stretched outwards with increasing field and/or temperature. For a fixed tempera­
ture. this means that as the field is increased, which increases the degree of till ing of 
tlie potential in Fig. 2. i, the individual pinning wells are being mo\ed farther a|)art 
(the same is true for a fixed field and increasing temperature). This can explain 
the decrease in Jc with field and temperature, because Fp = AU/Ax decreases with 
temperature. Af' decreases because He decreases {AU oc 11^), and A r increases 
because the characteristic lengt hs ( and A diverge at Tc-
II-T Phase Diagram The II-T phase diagram was determined in the same 
manner as before for Tl^BaoCaoCuy0. except that in this case. was 
plotted vs. field for different temperatures. This was done solely Ijecause it was more 
convenient, and is shown in Fig. 4.3T. Here, only the data for which U^ ^ f!^'T < 100 
are shown, as only in this case did the data follow a regular trend (there was much 
scatter in the data for U^ fjr/kT > 100). At 4.5 K, this condition is only met for 5 T. 
so the 4.5 K data were not used for this analysis. The best curve was visually fit lo 
the data, antl the intersection points of these curves at constant values of l 
gave the lines of constant U^.^^/kT. which are shown in Fig. 4.38. 
The phase diagram is very different than that of Tl^Ba^CavCu ^Ojii). The lines 
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Figure 4.37: U^j^j^/kT vs. B for differeut temperatures (sliowu) 
of coustaiit lie very close to the and the relative cliange in the 
pinning strengtli is much faster. Also, the values of U^ j^j/kT is much higher than 
for Tl2Ba.2Ca2Cu30|Q, even at low temjierature where the reduced temperature 
for TIgBagCagCugOjQ is a factor of 13 smaller than for Nb-Ti. Again, the phase 
diagram reflects the field and temperature dependence of Je-, liecause a measurable 
Jc is observed throughout the H-T plane all the way out to Also, the lines 
have the same curvature and follow the same trend as the 7/^2 Hue. Since the 7/^2 
line is the "irreversibility" line for this sample, it appears that in general the lines of 
constant U^jj:/k'T for any sample will follow the irreversibility line, whether this be 
an actual thermodynamic reversible transition or the upper critical Held. 
All of the above data discussed above were taken with 2 cm scans. When a 4 
cm scan length was used, the field variation, while small, had a large effect. The 
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Figure 4.38: II-T phase diagram showing i?(.2(r) and the lines of coiistanl I  ^ j -  j-jkr 
for 10 < < 70 
m 
magnelization was smaller than the 2 cm measurements on the clecreasing-fiekl ])art 
of the hysteresis curve, while for Ihe increasing-fiekl part, the data overlapi)e(l. This 
resulted in AM being reduced by anywhere from 2% at 2 T to 20% at, 5 T. and the 
lines of constant y j^/kT shifted to lower temperature (for example, the temperature 
at which U^j-j'/kT = 30 with I? = 4 T is depressed from 6.7 K for 2 cm to -1.7 K 
for  4 cm).  The magnetizat ion curves for  5  K are shown in Fig.  4.39(a) .  and the II-T 
diagram for 4 cm scan is in Fig. 4.39(b). 
Comparisons 
The phase diagram approach was used to compare the dilfereni superconductors. 
The H-T diagrams are ])lotted with the reduced temperature, because Tc varies 
anywiiere from 0.4 to 120 I\. As a baseline for comparison, particular note of tiie 
position and curvature of the lines of = 10 will be made. 
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu;jOiQ - Nb-Ti 
Although the effective pinning energies for T^Ba^f-avCu^OiQ are similar to Nl)-
Ti. the H-T diagrams for both samples are very different, as shown in Fig. 4. JO. It 
i s  c p i i l e  a p p a r e n t  t h a t  t h e  s h o r t e r  c o h e r e n c e  l e n g t h  o f  T l ^ B a ^ C a ^ c o m b i n e d  
with the anisotropy in Jc and structure have had extremely detrimental effects on 
the flux pinning. 
For TlvBa^Ca^Cui^Oj^Q, the lines of constant (.'^_ j:j-/kT follow and 
have positive curvature, but for Nb-Ti. the lines have negative curvature and follow 
HfOiT). The r^ iy/kT = 10 line for TI^Ba^Ca^C ih^OiQ crosses into a region of 
high field (i.e.. 1 T) at a reduced temperature of / ~ 0.11. which corresponds to 
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Figure 4.3!); (a) CV)inparisoii of hysteresis cnr\es at 5 K for 2 rni aiul 1 cm scans 
(b) II-T diagram for 4 cm scan 
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Figure 4. [0: H-T tliagrain for Nb-Ti and TI^Ba^CagCugO^g plotted on a reduced 
temperature scale 
r = IS K, while for Nb-Ti. the lowest reduced temperature that this tine reaches is 
/ = 0.85 {T = 8 K, fi[)H = i T). If Tl-jBa^Ca^Cu^OiQ is to l)e used fur practic al 
applications, some method must be implemented to give a line of IJj- j-/f<-T = 100 at 
higher reduced temperature than the lines in this study occur. 
Tl^Ca2Cu:jO^Q - (Ndj^_.^.Ce;i )2CuO| 
F1 ux pinning and critical current studies in (Ndj _C!e;;- )2CuO,j provide another 
interesting contrast to Tl^BagCa^CnyOjQ. While both samples were cpiite reversible, 
they differed greatly in Tc (120 K vs. 21 K) and carrier type (1 IgBa^CaoCu^^O^Q is 
a p-type superconductor while (Nd j_ (.C'e;j-)2^J l>oth Ji and |)-type carriers), 
so it is interesting to study how the Il-T diagrams compare. 
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Figure 4.41: H-T diagram for aiul (N J^)2('uO.| ploUctl 
on a reduced temperature scale 
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Figlue -1.12: H-T diagram for (Ndj _ ,.O.j-)2CuO.| wit It H ]| c and H ± c plotted 
on a reduced teniporatiire .scale 
Figure 4.41 shows tlie H-T diagrams for botli samples, with H || c. Even though 
Tc differs by a factor of 6 between these two samples, the diagrams look surprisingly 
similar on a reduced temperature scale, the lines possessing positive curvat ure and 
nearly coinciding. This is a rather surprising result, as the coherence lengt h would 
be expected to be a factor of 6 longer for (Nd (.-e.;- )gCuO^. and U oc (. Both of 
these superconductors, however, are anisotropic, which would indicate tiiat U^,. j-f /k-T 
is affected more strongly by anisotjopy than by The j^/kT = 10 lines for both 
samples nearly coincide. 
The anisotropy in the lines of constant for (Ntl|_,.('e.) )-;^'uO | is 
shown in Fig. 4.42. While the curvatine of the lines are the same, it is easily seen 
til at I'/k'T is consistently larger for H ± c than for H || r. In particular. I lie 
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Figure 1.13: I I -T  diagram for (Nd [_ and (I3aj_.j.K;i-)l3iO;} plotted 
on a reduced temperature scale 
U ^ f f l k T  = 10 line for H Lc practically falls right on top of the ^j-lkT = 2 line 
for // II c. 
( N d j _ ( . C e ;c)2Cu04 -
To further test the effects of anisotropy, the comparison is made between two 
samples of similar Tc (and but different crystal structures. ( lia|_,j.K;j-)f3i03 Ijeing 
cubic and (Nd^_.^.Ce;c)2CuO^ being tetragonal. The H-T diagram is found in Fig. 
4.13. 
The effect of anisotropy is very apparent in this figure, the reversible region of 
the If'T plane being much smaller for the cubic ( Ba|__j.K;)-)BiO;} than the tel ragonal 
(Nd _ (.C'cic)2(/u0^. The lines for ( Baj^_.j.K.r )BiO:3. having similar c!irvatur<> 
U.,./k.T=40 
— NdCeCuO 
-- BoKBiO 
\ 
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\ \ 
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^ ^ s 
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to those of pCejTjvCuO^, lie well above those of (Ncl|_.j.Ce;i-)2^There 
is no U^.j-j-fk-T = 10 line shown on this figure, as U^^ff/kT was so large for lliis 
sample the U^ j-j-JkT = 10 was extremely clifTicult to estimate. The U^j^^jkT = 20 
line is much closer to that of the Nb-Ti sample than any other of the materials stiuliecl 
h e r e .  T h i s  m a t e r i a l  m a y  b e  a  u s e d  i n  t h e  f u t u r e  a s  a  m a g n e t  w i r e  m a t e r i a l ,  i f  ( h e  
granularity and other metallurgical problems can be solved. 
Tl^Ba^Ca^Cu^Oio " Bi^SrgCaCugO;;-
The final comparison to be made is between two materials wit h similar cryst al 
structures and relatively large T'c's. Both Tl^BagC'agCu^jO^g and RivSr^CaX 
have tetragonal structures. Although the values of U^.^jr/kT for Bi^Sr^CaCu^Oj 
w e r e  d e r i v e d  f r o m  a  d i f f e r e n t  e x p e r i m e n t ,  i t  c a n  b e  s e e n  i n  F i g .  4 . 1 4  t h a t  t h e s e  n u m ­
bers are comj)arabIe. The constant Uç^-^/kT lines liave the same positive curvature, 
but the Bi^SroCaCu^O;*' lines are consistently above the Tl-^Ba-jCa-jCtt^Ojo lines. 
This may Ije due to the lower Tc of Bi^Sr^Ca('uv0a-. 
Summation 
To conclude this section, an H-T diagram with lines of ïi^ j-j^/kT — 10 is 
shown in Fig. 4.45. The cubic (Ba]^_.^K;F)BiOj line lies below the Nb-Ti line, fol­
lowed by the Bi^Sr^CaCu^O^- line near the center, and the Tl^BavC'a^C'uj^Ojo 
and (Ndj_.j.Ce;j-)2Cu04 lines near the bottom of the diagram. Both Nb-Ti and 
(Baj_.^.K;r)Bi03 are cubic, lacking any sort of layered structure, while the layered 
sujjerconductors have Cu-0 planes, two for Bi^Sr^CaCuvO:!- and t luee lor eac h of 
1 1 2 B a 2 C ' a v ( O ^ Q  a n d  ( N d | ^ _  , . C e . , - ) 2 ( - ' " 0 4 -  T h e r e f o r e ,  i t  i s  a i > p a r e u t  t h a t  s t r u c -
lis 
— Tl-2223 
— BSCCO 
CQ 4-
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.1 0 
T(K) 
Figure 4.44: H-T diagrain for and 13i2^''2^plot (cd un 
a reduced temperature scale 
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Figure 4.45: V^jjjkT = 10 lines for all samples discussed here. For tlie anisol ropic 
superconductors, only tiie U j( c lines are siiown 
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tural anisotropy is the most important factor in characterizing the flux creep in tlic^se 
samples, with Tc (or Ç) having lesser importance. (Sample microstructure could also 
he an important factor in the flux creep cliaracteristics, however.) If the llTSC's are 
to be used for practical applications, the = 10 for tliese materials nnist be 
shifted to higher reduced temperature. 
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CHAPTER 5. DISTRIBUTION MODEL RESULTS 
The Ilageu-Griesseii (IIG) [75] model will be used here to extract the distribution 
of act ivat ion energies ; j ? ( £ ' q  )  f rom the creep data for  II 
The distributions will be calculated for three fields: O.J T. 0.25 T. and 1.0 to 
observe any field dependence in ?7)(Eq). As in the case of the single l>arrier analysis, 
the data used for this analysis were taken at = 10 minutes after stabilization of the 
field and temperature to ensure the proper SQUID rajige and to allow any transients 
to die out. 
Curve Fitting 
In order to apply the IK 1 model, it is necessary to obtain the temperature deriva­
tives of M(T) and S = diMfd\nt{T). To do this, creej) data were recorded every -5 K 
from 10 K to near for each field on QDl. These data were taken from ZFC 
measurements, to be consistent with Ref. [75]. Curves were then fit to the data using 
polynomial least-squares fitting. The number of terms in the polynomial was chosen 
by finding the largest number that did not result in oscillations between the data. 
After the curves were Fit, the actual values of the data were ignored. The derivatives 
were easily calculated once the functional dependence was known, and the curves as 
fit to the data are shown in Fig. 5.1. ft was necessary to lit the S vs. T da< a in 
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Figure 5.J: (a) M { T )  and (b) S { T )  willi the fitted curves sliowii 
two parts, but a single fit was possible for the magnetization. The inagnrtizatioii 
fitted here was (1/2)AM, to eliminate the possibility of including any normal state 
or reversible superconducting signal in the analysis. 
Determination of ln(/^/r) 
Equation 2.31 was used to calculate ln(^^/r), using Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33 for the 
functions (i{T) and b{T). The choice of the exponents n and m was made by using 
both the value of In(/^/~) (TIG found typical values of ~ 30) and the degree to wliicli 
ln(//,/r ) is independent of temperature. Unfortunately, while values of ~ 30 are easily 
obtained. ln(/^,/r) is rarely independent of temperature. a.s is shown in 1'ig. 5.2. The 
"best" choices of n and m were v = 1 and ;?? = 1. Again, n = L corresponds to the 
model given by Tinkham [90], and since (his model was shown to approximate the 
data, this reinforces this choice of n. 
The ])hysical interpretation of n = I is that the activation volume \ ' is propor­
tional to Ç. Because m = 1. and liecause o(T) describes the temperature de|)eiulenre 
of VA", and it is assumed that the volume V that appears in (i(T) is the same vol­
ume as in h{T), the pinning length A' is independent of meaning that the sa.mj)le 
microstructure determines the size and structure of the pinning potent ials. 
To calculate the activation energy Eq (Eq. 2.28), the average value of ln(^/,/r) 
was used. This varied by about 15% from field to field, so the a verage value of ln( //,/r ) 
for each field were averaged again. This gave ln(//j/r) = 30.07. which c()rres|)ouds to 
T = 5.2 x 10~^ ^  sec. 
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Figure 5.2: Iii(:^^/r) vs. T for (a) fixed n = 1 and (b) fixed 7n = 1 for //y// = 0.1 T. 
Similar be'liavior was observed for the other fields 
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Distributions 
The clistribiitiou function miE^) was calculated using Eq. 2.30, using Eq fioni 
Eq. 2.28 and hi(/j,/r) = .30.07, and are shown in Fig. 5.3. The distiiliulions were 
calculated down to zero energy (corresponding to zero temperal ure) by extrapolating 
the fits for S(T) and M{T) to T = 0. Since these fits are questionaljle (at best) at 
low temperature, the very low energy results should be ignored. 
Although the distribut ions look cpialitatively like those in Ref. [T-')], there are 
some important differences to note. While Ref. [75] reported zero occupation at low 
energy, liere it can be seen that for 0.1 T and 0.25 T, there appears to be a negative 
occupation of states at low energies, which is clearly an unphysical result. The scale 
of the 0.1 T distribution is lower than that of 0.25 and 1.0 T. but is similar to the 
0.1 T distributions in Ref. [75]. All three distributions have a ])eak at some non-zero 
energy which dfcrcAses with increasing field. 
Because there can not be a negative occupation of states ( ni{ E^ ) is eitlier zei'o or 
positive), some assumptions of the model must disagree with the data. I'lie j)eaks in 
t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o c c u r  a t  e n e r g i e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  a t  w h i c h  S ( T )  
peaks, so that at temperatures below this |)eak, the field is probably less than JI* and 
the sample is not fully penetrated with flux. This model assumes that the sample is 
fully penetrated, so data below the S{T) peak should not be used in this calculation. 
This means that there is no information about the low energy occupation of slates 
to be gained from this analysis. A more leasonable expectation is that the ii>{E*j} 
is constant at low energy [111] up to the peak energy, and falls off with increasing 
energy, as is indicated in Fig. 5.3 by the dashed lines. 
One interesting fact to note is that It is possible to force ///( / ) to remain 
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Figlue 5.1: IIC distribution function witli tiie data altered as inentionrd in tiic Irxt 
positive by adding a. constant fudge factor to .S' (for example, replacing S' with S'H- 11 
will cause the 0.1 T distribution to remain positive). Some manipulation of the IKl 
ecpiations shows that with in = 0, if 
then /?i(.£q) > 0, as shown in Fig. 5.1 for 0.1 T. A log-normal distribution (Ref. [T-l] ) 
could then be fit to these "data.'". 
VVlitle this model is incomplete for low energies, there still is useful information 
to be obtained from these distributions. The peak activation energy is ilepressed in 
higher Helds. indicating that Eq is a decreasing function ol" field. Also. as 
shown is for T = 0. At Unite temperature T. states with energies corresponding (o 
temperatures less than T will be unavailable. If is abo\e the peak in 
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thon the majority of pinning energy states will not be available, and the ability of 
the sample to pin flux will be greatly reduced. This is reflected in the considerable 
temperature dependence of Je-, and the low values of Jc that occur at temperatures 
above the S{T) peak. 
To conclude this discussion, the IIG distribution model can be applied to creep 
data to extract the distribution function m(Ej^). However, since the assuni])ti()n of 
a constant Iu(^^,/r) is not observed, and the model yields uiiphysical results for low 
temperature-low field data, the utility of this model may be questioned. One fact 
that is apparent is that neither the BLW single barrier nor the IICl distribution model 
is adequate for the analysis of data for which the sample is not fully penetrated with 
flux. Further theoretical modeling is necessary before this can be rectified. Since the 
BLW model yielded satisfactory results with fewer a,ssumptions necessary, this model 
is preferred o\ er the IIG mode.'l. 
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